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Astrological Particulars

SagittariusSun-sign (Western) :
3Decanate :

VIFace :

Moon-sign (Western) : Libra

Ascdt-sign (Western) : Libra

Term-exchange :

Term-lord of Sun : Mars

VenusTerm-lord of Moon :

Western Astrological Particulars

MithunaRashi :

BhadraMasa :

5,10,15Tithi :

SaturdayDay :

ShravanaNakshatra :
1Prahar :

MeenaLagna :

SukarmanS S Yoga :

KoulavaKarana:

Ghatak Chakra Avakahada Chakra

CharaKarana Class :

SoubhagyaSurya Siddhanta Yoga :

Rajju (Prone part) : Kantha

Nadi (Health) : Adi(Vata)

Yoni (Nature) : Buffalo(F)

Varna (Ego development) : Vaishya

Gana (Spiritual inclination) :Deva

Tatwa Lord : Mars

Tatwa (Element) : Agni

Vedha (Incompatibility with) 
:

Shatavisha

Vashya (Compatibility) : DwiPada

Vihaga (Symbol) : Vayasa

Madhya(Pitta)Nadi-pada (Constitution) :

ShaaAdyakshara (First letter) :

Karana Lord : Vasudeva

KrishnaPaksha :

NavamiTithi (Moon's elongation) :

RiktaTithi Class :

GarijaKarana (Half-Tithi) :

VirgoLagna (Ascendant) :

MercuryLagna Lord :

VirgoRashi (Moon-sign) :

Nakshatra Charan : 2

Nakshatra-lord : Moon

Nakshatra (Constellation) : Hastha

Rashi Lord : Mercury

Tithi Lord : Sun

SwarnaPaya (Posture) :

HemantaRitu (Season) : 

PoushaMasa (Month) :

( Mars, Sat ), ( Merc, 
Ven ), ( Ven, Merc ), 
( Sat, Mars )

05:42:47PMSun Set Time :

06:42:20AMSun Rise Time :

Samvatsar- Pramadi

Vikram Samvat- 2030

Saka Samvat- 1895

N.C.Lahiri (023:29:36)Aynamsha :

01:28:56 hrsLocal Mean Time :

07:14:11 hrsSidreal Time :

-00:16:04 hrsLMT Correction :

20:15:00 hrsGMT at Birth :

00:00:00 hrsWar/Daylight Corr.:

Date of Birth : 18 December 1973 (Tuesday)

Time of Birth : 01:45:00AM

Place of Birth : Hyderabad , INDIA

Latitude : 017:23:00N

Longitude : 078:29:00E

Time Zone : -05:30:00 hrs

Sample  DOB: 18:12:1973 ; TOB: 01:45:00AM ; POB: Hyderabad (INDIA)

Pars Fortuna (K.P.) : 097:57:31

K.P. Ayanamsha Value : 023:23:49

Ascendant Star-lord : Mars

Ascendant Sub-lord : Venus

Moon Sub-lord : Venus

Moon Star-lord : Moon

Moon Sign-lord : Mercury

Ascendant Sign-lord : Mercury

The Weekday Lord : Mars

Ruling Planets (as per K.P. 
System)

IndragniSamvatsara Lord:
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Friend's House

Neutral's House

Friend's House

Neutral's House

Own Nakshtra

Mool-Trikona

Own Nakshtra

Friend's House

---

Gemini

Sagittarius

Gemini

Capricorn

Capricorn

Scorpio

Aries

Virgo

Sagittarius

VirgoAscendant 24:14:37

Moola-1Sun 02:15:49

Chitra-1

Moon 16:00:58 Hastha-2

Mars 04:42:18 Ashwini-2

Mercury 19:51:24 Jyestha-1

Jupiter 17:56:39 Shravana-3

Venus 13:00:16 Shravana-1

Saturn R 08:12:34 Aridra-1

Rahu R 05:06:53 Moola-2

Ketu R 05:06:53 Mrigashira-4

Chitra-403:20:59Uranus Libra ---

Anuradha-414:20:41Neptune Scorpio ---

Hastha-113:11:14Pluto Virgo --- With Malefic

With Benefic

---

---

Eclipsed

---

---

Combust

With Benefic

With Benefic

Eclipsed

Combust

With Malefic

=
0
1
4
2
5
3
6
<
N
7
8
9

e
h
e
`
g
i
i
b
h
b
f
g
e

Planetary Positions & Dispositions

Neutral's House

Planets Signs Degree Nak-Pada Diginity Association

Moon

Saturn

Mars

Mars

Ketu

Rahu

Moon

Moon

Mercury

Ketu

Moon

Ketu

Mars

---

---

---

---

---

Apatya

Matri

Amatya

Atma

Jnyati

Bhratri

Dara

---
NakL KarakaSignL

Mercury

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

Mars

Saturn

Saturn

Mercury

Jupiter

Mercury

Venus

Mars

Mercury

Lagna Kundali

Navamsha Kundali

PlutoNeptuneKetu UranusRahuSaturnVenusJupiterMercuryMarsMoonSunAsc

Pluto

Neptune

Uranus

Ketu

Rahu

Saturn

Venus

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

Moon

Sun

Asc --- 68 352 190 56 114 109 254 71 251 9 50 349
292 --- 284 122 348 46 41 186 3 183 301 342 281

8 76 --- 199 64 122 117 262 79 259 17 58 357
170 238 161 --- 225 283 278 64 240 60 179 220 158
304 12 296 135 --- 58 53 198 15 195 313 354 293
246 314 238 77 302 --- 355 140 317 137 255 296 235
251 319 243 82 307 5 --- 145 322 142 260 301 240
106 174 98 296 162 220 215 --- 177 357 115 156 95
289 357 281 120 345 43 38 183 --- 180 298 339 278
109 177 101 300 165 223 218 3 180 --- 118 159 98
351 59 343 181 47 105 100 245 62 242 --- 41 340
310 18 302 140 6 64 59 204 21 201 319 --- 299
11 79 3 202 67 125 120 265 82 262 20 61 ---

Degree-Distances between Planet to Planet & Planet to Ascendant

OppositionQuincunx

SquareSextileConjunction

Trine

Moon Kundali

0,1,359 

179,180,181149,150,151,209,210,211119,120,121,239,240,241

89,90,91,269,270,27159,60,61,299,300,301

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad
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Gemini

Bhava Sphutas & Kundalis

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

Bhava Kundali

Bhava-Chalit Kundali

Degree-Distances between Planet to House-Cusps ( Bhava-Mid) 

24:14:37

24:02:01

23:49:26

23:36:50

23:49:26

24:02:01

24:14:37

24:02:01

23:49:26

23:36:50

23:49:26

24:02:01 Leo

Cancer

Gemini

Taurus

Aries

Pisces

Aquarius

Capricorn

Sagittarius

Scorpio

Libra

Virgo

Leo

Cancer

Taurus

Aries

Pisces

Aquarius

Capricorn

Sagittarius

Scorpio

Libra

Virgo

XII

XI

X

IX

VIII

VII

VI

V

IV

III

II

I

Bhava Span (From .........To)Bhava MidBhava No.

198039281101284139144862212298
491117031113131416917411625152128
8014110034216234519920414628182159
1091711301119114229234176311112188
1392001594122144259264206341142218
169230189712517428929423610172248
19926021910128110431932426641202278
22929125013131113434935429671232308
2603212801623421651924326101262339
2893513101911119449543561312928
319203392214122479842616132238
349509251712541091145619035268

PlutoNeptuneKetu UranusRahuSaturnVenusJupiterMercuryMarsMoonSun

H-XII

H-XI

M.C.

H-IX

H-VIII

Descdt

H-VI

H-V

Nadir

H-III

H-II

Ascdt

Lagna Kundali

59,60,61,299,300,301 89,90,91,269,270,271

119,120,121,239,240,241 149,150,151,209,210,211 179,180,181

0,1,359 

Trine

Conjunction Sextile Square

Quincunx Opposition

09:08:19

09:08:19

08:55:43

08:43:08

08:43:08

08:55:43

09:08:19

09:08:19

08:55:43

08:43:08

08:43:08

08:55:43

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces

Aries

Taurus

Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

09:08:19

08:55:43

08:43:08

08:43:08

08:55:43

09:08:19

09:08:19

08:55:43

08:43:08

08:43:08

08:55:43

09:08:19
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dsfsdf

Janma Lagna - D1 Hora - D2 Drekkana - D3

Chaturthamsha - D4 Saptamamsha - D7 Navamsha - D9

Dashamamsha - D10 Dwadashamamsha - D12

Shodashamsha - D16 Vimshamsha - D20

Chaturvimshamsha - D24 Saptvimshamsha - D27 Trimshamsha - D30

Khavedamsha - D40 Akshvedamsha - D45 Shashtiamsha - D60

Shodash Varga 

All things-Everythings-OverallD60

All things-Everythings-OverallD45

Auspicious/Inauspicious EventsD40

Miseries, Troubles, DisastersD30

Strenths and WeaknessesD27

Education, Learning, BrainsD24

Spiritual undertakingsD20

Ones relationship to VehiclesD16

Parents, thei r lives and well beingD12

Profession, Success of all mattersD10

Spouce, General overall wi th RashiD9

Children, Grand ChildrenD7

Luck and ResidenceD4

Siblings, their lives and well beingD3

Prosperity, WealthD2

Main Chart, Everything, OverallD1
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Jaimini Lagna Charts 

Tripravana Lagna KundaliTara Lagna KundaliDivya Lagna Kundali

Indu Lagna KundaliPaka Lagna KundaliAyur Lagna Kundali

Hora Lagna(SV) KundaliHora Lagna(VK) Kundali

Upa-Pada Lagna KundaliAroodha Lagna Kundali

Drekkana Kundali(Somanath)Drekkana Kundali(P-Traya)Karakamsha Kundali(Rashi)

Navamsha Kundali (Krishna 
Mishra)

Navamsha KundaliLagna Kundali

jhghj
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UttraAshda

Ati Mitra

Planets

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

Nirghat : Swati

Dagdha : Moola Kshaya : Dhanishtha

Shoola : UttraBhadra Sannipata : Mrigashira Dhwaja : Ashlesha

Ulka : UttraPhalguni Bhukampa : Hastha Vajraka : Chitra

Arkhachatushtaya & Navashubha-Arkha
Janmava : Hastha Karmava : Abhijit Aadhaana : Krittika Naidhava : Punarvasu

Navashubha-Arkha is reckoned from the nakshatra occupied by the Sun - on 27 nakshatra 
basis.

Arkhachatushtaya is reckoned from the nakshatra occupied by the Moon - on 28 nakshatra 
basis.

Tri-Nadi

Jati : Desha :

Pratishtha :

PurvaPhalguni

UttraPhalguni

Magha

PurvaAshdaMagha

Moola

Manas : 
Magha

Vinash : 
Pushya

Samudaya : 
Krittika

Sanghatika : 
Ashwini

Karma : 
Shravana

Janma : 
Hastha

Nava-Tara Chakra

Sannadi

UttraPhalguniPurvaPhalguniMaghaAshleshaPushyaPunarvasuAridraMrigash iraRohini

KrittikaBharaniAshwiniRevathiUttraBhadraPurvaBhadraShatavishaDhanishthaShravana

PurvaAshdaMoolaJyesthaAnuradhaVishakhaSwatiChitraHastha

MitraNidhanSadhakPratyariKshemVipatSampatJanma

Kuja 
Sthuna :

Kantaka 
Sthuna :

Rakta 
Sthuna :

Sthunas

ShantaDeenaLajjitaMritaSwapna

MuditaPramuditaKshuditaMritaSwapna

VakraDeenaKshuditaKumaraSwapna

----ShantaMuditaYuvaSwapna

DeenaDeenaGarvitaYuvaJagrata

DeenaDukhitaKshuditaKumaraSupta

SwashthaSwashthaGarvitaBaalaJagrata

----DukhitaKshuditaYuvaSupta

MuditaPramuditaKshuditaBaalaSwapna

Ketu

Deeptadi-10Deeptadi-9Lajjitadi-6Swapnadi-3

Rahu

Saturn

Venus

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

Moon

Sun

Graha Avashthas (Planetary States)
Baaladi-5
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Enemy

Planets

0
MarsMoonSunPlanets Mercury

Venus

Maitri Chakra

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

0
1
4
2
5
3
6
<
N

1
4
2
5
3
6
<
N

----EnemyNeutralNeutralEnemyG.FriendNeutralG.Enemy

Enemy----NeutralG.FriendG.FriendFriendG.EnemyNeutralG.Enemy

NeutralNeutral----NeutralEnemyNeutralNeutralNeutralG.Enemy

NeutralG.FriendNeutral----EnemyG.FriendFriendG.EnemyNeutral

EnemyG.FriendEnemyG.Enemy----NeutralG.FriendNeutralG.Friend

EnemyFriendEnemyG.FriendFriend----EnemyNeutralG.Friend

G.FriendG.EnemyFriendFriendG.FriendG.Enemy----NeutralNeutral

NeutralNeutralFriendEnemyEnemyG.FriendEnemy----G.Friend

G.EnemyG.EnemyG.EnemyNeutralG.FriendFriendNeutralG.Friend----

Panchadha Maitri

Ketu

Rahu

Saturn

Venus

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

Moon

Sun

KetuRahuSaturnVenusJupiterMercuryMarsMoonSun

----EnemyEnemyEnemyEnemyEnemyFriendFriendEnemy

Enemy----EnemyFriendFriendFriendEnemyFriendEnemy

EnemyEnemy----EnemyEnemyEnemyFriendFriendEnemy

EnemyFriendEnemy----EnemyFriendFriendEnemyFriend

EnemyFriendEnemyEnemy----FriendFriendEnemyFriend

EnemyFriendEnemyFriendFriend----EnemyFriendFriend

FriendEnemyFriendFriendFriendEnemy----EnemyEnemy

FriendFriendFriendEnemyEnemyFriendEnemy----Friend

EnemyEnemyEnemyFriendFriendFriendEnemyFriend----

Jupiter Venus Saturn Rahu Ketu

Sun

Moon

Mars

Mercury

Jupiter

Venus

Saturn

Rahu

Ketu

Tatkalika Maitri

Naisargika Maitri

----NeutralFriendFriendNeutralNeutralFriendEnemyEnemy

Neutral----FriendFriendFriendNeutralEnemyEnemyEnemy

FriendFriend----FriendNeutralFriendEnemyEnemyEnemy

FriendFriendFriend----NeutralFriendNeutralEnemyEnemy

NeutralFriendNeutralEnemy----EnemyFriendFriendFriend

NeutralNeutralNeutralFriendNeutral----NeutralEnemyFriend

FriendEnemyNeutralNeutralFriendEnemy----FriendFriend

EnemyEnemyNeutralNeutralNeutralFriendNeutral----Friend

EnemyEnemyEnemyEnemyFriendNeutralFriendFriend----

Ketu

Rahu

Saturn

Venus

Jupiter

Mercury

Mars

Moon

Sun

KetuRahuSaturnJupiterMercuryMarsMoonSunPlanets

0
1
4
2
5
3
6
<
N
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Sudarshan Chakra

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

Mars

JupVen

Merc

12

5

4

3

2

111

10

9

8

Moon

7
6

SunRahu Sat

Ketu

Ascendant

Moon

Merc

Sun

Rahu

Jup

Ven

Mars

Sat

Ketu

Sun

Rahu

Jup

Ven

Mars

Sat

Ketu

Moon

Merc

2/14/26/38/50/62/74/86/98/110 1/13/25/37/49/61/73/85/97/109 12/24/36/48/60/72/84/96/108/120

6/18/30/42/54/66/78/90/102/114 7/19/31/43/55/67/79/91/103/115 8/20/32/44/56/68/80/92/104/116

Sudarshan Chakra indicates the cumulative influence of benefic and malefic planets as reckoned from : (i) 
the Ascendant, (ii) the Moon and (iii) the Sun at a glance. This also pinpoints the corresponding age-periods 
during which those influences will operate.

If the influences are of natural benefic planets (Jupiter, Venus, Mercury, Waxing Moon) only, then the whole 
year will be enjoyable and auspicious events will take place.

If the influences are of natural malefic planets (Mars, Saturn, Rahu, Ketu, Sun, Waning Moon) only, then the 
year might be problematic and inauspicious happenings are likely to take place.
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Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

Bhinna Ashtaka Varga Charts
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12

5

1
2
6
4
4
2
1

72563518722
62263228422
35243865317
43363542454
43338635442
87444434455
23485343543
44344552417

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Kaksha
 

48
45
54
49
47
53
41
49

386253829264133382837352432

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

1

0
1
0
0
0
1
1

01110010010
01010100111
10101000110
00110001100
11100101101
00001010110
01000010101
00101010011

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Rahu

6
5
5
7
4
5
7
5

44424533242654

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

1

0
0
0
1
1
0
0

10010001100
10010011100
10110110101
11000110011
10011100010
11000100101
11011101111
00010110101

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Ascendant

6
9
5
6
7
7
5
4

49373162643635

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

0

0
1
1
1
0
0
0

10010001100
10010101100
11010110110
00011101011
10001101110
11100110110
01111011001
00011010001

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Moon

4
7
7
6
7
8
6
4

49353264545543

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

1

0
0
1
1
0
0
0

10101101101
10101001101
01011111001
11010110011
00011010011
11111001011
00110010100
11100101101

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Mercury

8
4
8
5
8
8
6
7

54354555445437

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

1

0
0
1
1
0
1
0

01111101011
01111111011
01000101001
11011110011
00011001000
10100110100
00011110010
11001110001

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Venus

7
5
6
3
9
5
9
8

52435356754145

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

1

0
0
1
0
1
0
0

10110011100
10010001100
01001111001
00100001100
01101111100
11111001011
00010100110
11100101101

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Sun

8
4
8
8
3
7
4
6

48344543437623

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

1

0
0
1
0
0
0
0

10010101100
10010001000
01000100001
00110010100
10001100011
11011001011
00111000100
11100100101

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Mars

7
4
7
5
4
4
3
5

39253353413424

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

0

1
1
1
0
1
0
1

11101101110
01001001010
10110111001
10011100110
11101111100
11011001011
11011011001
00011010010

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Jupiter

4
8
7
9
6
8
5
9

56565357446353

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=

12

0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0

10110101100
10010001000
00001111101
00110000100
01101101100
11000110100
00110000110
00011010001

Asc
Moon
Merc
Ven
Sun
Mar
Jup
Sat

Houses
Signs

VIVIVIIIIIIXIIXIXIXVIII
1110987654321

Saturn

4
4
6
7
3
6
3
6

39232453434612

VII

Total

6
5
4
0
3
2
1
=



Observations from Sarvashtakavarga

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

44

337
49

49
54
52
48
39
56
39

SarvashtakaVarga 

424533242654

Signs

223126253531322434292127
373162643635

353264545543
354555445437
435356754145
344543437623
253353413424
565357446353
232453434612

Total
Ascndt

Moon

Mercury

Venus

Sun

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

PiAqCpSgScLiViLeCnGeTaAr

Rahu

VIII IX X XI XII I II III IV V VI VIIHouses

Optimum 

[ N.B. : The highest number of dots indicate the most favourable direction (E, S, W or N). If two 
sections have equal or near-equal number of dots, then the direction will be somewhere 
in-between (NE, NW, SE or SW); it might even be completely changed -- in case of diametrically 
opposites (N/ S to E or W; E/ W to N or S) -- depending on which of the two possible options has 
more number of dots. ]

Damruka Yoga : Since the middle zone (from 5th to 8th house-signs) contain the least number of 
benefic dots in Sarvashtakavarga, Damruka Yoga is present in your chart. You will enjoy more 
prosperity during the first part (till about 24 years) and the third part (approx 48 to 72 years) of 
life, in comparison to the second part (approx 24 to 48 years).

Yoga from Sarvashtakavarga

Ghataka
Poshaka
Sevaka

Bandhuka
Bhaga

Disha Chakra

Advantages & Wealth
Misfortunes & Losses

Gains from service
Help from relatives/ friends

76
91
91
79

84.25
84.25
84.25
84.25

Vyaya Trikona
Labha Trikona
Karma Trikona
Bhagya Trikona

IndicationsObtainedOptimum SAV Dots In

Bhubana Chakra

Wasteful expenses
Financial position

Actions & Endeavours

111
118
108

112.33
112.33
112.33

Apoklima House-signs
Panaphara House-signs

Kendra House-signs
IndicationsObtainedOptimum SAV Dots In

Tatwa Chakra

West
North

South
East

91
91
79
76

84.25
84.25
84.25
84.25

Jala Trikona
Vayu Trikona

Prithvi Trikona
Agni Trikona

Favorable DirectionObtainedSAV Dots In

=

1
2
3
0
4
5
6

<
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Mars Dasha Moon Dasha Rahu Dasha 

Jupiter Dasha 

Sun Dasha Venus Dasha Ketu Dasha 

Mercury Dasha Saturn Dasha 

Vimshottari Balance of Dasha at birth (as per N.C.Lahiri Ayanamsha : 023:29:36 ) : Moon  :  5 
y.5 m.26 d.

 13:06:2088 - 14:06:2089 Venus

 06:02:2088 - 13:06:2088 Ketu

Antara From-----To

 02:04:2087 - 06:02:2088 Mercury

 20:04:2086 - 02:04:2087 Saturn

 02:07:2085 - 20:04:2086 Jupiter

 07:08:2084 - 02:07:2085 Rahu

 01:04:2084 - 07:08:2084 Mars

 01:10:2083 - 01:04:2084 Moon

 14:06:2083 - 01:10:2083 Sun

 14:04:2082 - 14:06:2083 Ketu

 14:06:2079 - 14:04:2082 Mercury

 13:04:2076 - 14:06:2079 Saturn

 14:08:2073 - 13:04:2076 Jupiter

 14:08:2070 - 14:08:2073 Rahu

Antara From-----To

 14:06:2069 - 14:08:2070 Mars

From-----ToAntara

 13:10:2067 - 14:06:2069 Moon

 13:10:2066 - 13:10:2067 Sun

 14:06:2063 - 13:10:2066 Venus

 17:06:2062 - 14:06:2063 Mercury

 08:05:2061 - 17:06:2062 Saturn

 01:06:2060 - 08:05:2061 Jupiter

 14:05:2059 - 01:06:2060 Rahu

 16:12:2058 - 14:05:2059 Mars

 17:05:2058 - 16:12:2058 Moon

 10:01:2058 - 17:05:2058 Sun

 10:11:2056 - 10:01:2058 Venus
 Ketu  13:06:2056 - 10:11:2056

 04:10:2053 - 13:06:2056 Saturn

 29:06:2051 - 04:10:2053 Jupiter

Antara From-----To

 10:12:2048 - 29:06:2051 Rahu

 13:12:2047 - 10:12:2048 Mars

 14:07:2046 - 13:12:2047 Moon

 07:09:2045 - 14:07:2046 Sun

 07:11:2042 - 07:09:2045 Venus

 10:11:2041 - 07:11:2042 Ketu

 14:06:2039 - 10:11:2041 Mercury

 01:12:2036 - 14:06:2039 Jupiter

 25:01:2034 - 01:12:2036 Rahu

 16:12:2032 - 25:01:2034 Mars

 17:05:2031 - 16:12:2032 Moon

 05:06:2030 - 17:05:2031 Sun

Antara From-----To

 05:04:2027 - 05:06:2030 Venus

From-----ToAntara

 24:02:2026 - 05:04:2027 Ketu

 17:06:2023 - 24:02:2026 Mercury

 13:06:2020 - 17:06:2023 Saturn

 19:01:2018 - 13:06:2020 Rahu

 12:02:2017 - 19:01:2018 Mars

 13:10:2015 - 12:02:2017 Moon

 25:12:2014 - 13:10:2015 Sun

 25:04:2012 - 25:12:2014 Venus

 20:05:2011 - 25:04:2012 Ketu

 12:02:2009 - 20:05:2011 Mercury

 01:08:2006 - 12:02:2009 Saturn
 Jupiter  13:06:2004 - 01:08:2006

0
3
N
2
6
5
<
4
1

Vimshottari Dasha

 Moon
 Mars
 Rahu
 Jupiter
 Saturn  18:12:1973 - 14:04:1975
 Mercury  14:04:1975 - 13:09:1976
 Ketu  13:09:1976 - 14:04:1977
 Venus  14:04:1977 - 13:12:1978
 Sun  13:12:1978 - 14:06:1979

 Mars  14:06:1979 - 10:11:1979
 Rahu  10:11:1979 - 28:11:1980
 Jupiter  28:11:1980 - 04:11:1981

Antara From-----To

 Saturn  04:11:1981 - 13:12:1982

From-----ToAntara

 Mercury  13:12:1982 - 10:12:1983
 Ketu  10:12:1983 - 08:05:1984
 Venus  08:05:1984 - 08:07:1985
 Sun  08:07:1985 - 13:11:1985
 Moon  13:11:1985 - 14:06:1986

 Rahu  14:06:1986 - 24:02:1989
 Jupiter  24:02:1989 - 20:07:1991
 Saturn  20:07:1991 - 26:05:1994
 Mercury  26:05:1994 - 13:12:1996
 Ketu  13:12:1996 - 31:12:1997
 Venus  31:12:1997 - 31:12:2000
 Sun  31:12:2000 - 25:11:2001

From-----ToAntara

 Moon  25:11:2001 - 26:05:2003
 Mars  26:05:2003 - 13:06:2004

Antara of Vimshottari Dasha

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

From........ToDuration

 Moon Dasha

S.N

5 y.5 m.26 d. 18:12:1973 --- 14:06:1979
 Mars Dasha 7 y.0 m.0 d. 14:06:1979 --- 14:06:1986
 Rahu Dasha 18 y.0 m.0 d. 14:06:1986 --- 13:06:2004
 Jupiter Dasha 16 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2004 --- 13:06:2020
 Saturn Dasha 19 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2020 --- 14:06:2039
 Mercury Dasha 17 y.0 m.0 d. 14:06:2039 --- 13:06:2056
 Ketu Dasha 7 y.0 m.0 d. 13:06:2056 --- 14:06:2063

8  Venus Dasha 20 y.0 m.0 d. 14:06:2063 --- 14:06:2083
9  Sun Dasha 6 y.0 m.0 d. 14:06:2083 --- 14:06:2089

Dasha of Planet

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad
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Sun Antara Venus Antara Ketu Antara 

Mercury Antara Saturn Antara 

Moon Dasha ( 18:12:1973  To 14:06:1979)

14:05:1979 Venus

04:05:1979 Ketu

Patyantara From---

08:04:1979 Mercury

10:03:1979 Saturn

14:02:1979 Jupiter

17:01:1979 Rahu

07:01:1979 Mars

22:12:1978 Moon

13:12:1978 Sun

08:11:1978 Ketu

14:08:1978 Mercury

09:05:1978 Saturn

17:02:1978 Jupiter

18:11:1977 Rahu

Patyantara From---

13:10:1977 Mars

From---Patyantara

24:08:1977 Moon

24:07:1977 Sun

14:04:1977 Venus

15:03:1977 Mercury

09:02:1977 Saturn

12:01:1977 Jupiter

11:12:1976 Rahu

28:11:1976 Mars

10:11:1976 Moon

31:10:1976 Sun

25:09:1976 Venus
 Ketu 13:09:1976

23:06:1976 Saturn

14:04:1976 Jupiter

Patyantara From---

28:01:1976 Rahu

28:12:1975 Mars

15:11:1975 Moon

20:10:1975 Sun

26:07:1975 Venus

26:06:1975 Ketu

14:04:1975 Mercury

27:01:1975 Jupiter

01:11:1974 Rahu

28:09:1974 Mars

11:08:1974 Moon

13:07:1974 Sun

Patyantara From---

08:04:1974 Venus

From---Patyantara

05:03:1974 Ketu

18:12:1973Mercury

Vimshottari Dasha

Patyantara From--- From---Patyantara From---Patyantara

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad
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Mars Antara Rahu Antara Jupiter Antara 

Saturn Antara 

Moon Antara Sun Antara Venus Antara 

Ketu Antara Mercury Antara 

Mars Dasha ( 14:06:1979  To 14:06:1986)

03:06:1986 Sun

29:04:1986 Venus

Patyantara From---

16:04:1986 Ketu

17:03:1986 Mercury

11:02:1986 Saturn

14:01:1986 Jupiter

13:12:1985 Rahu

01:12:1985 Mars

13:11:1985 Moon

23:10:1985 Venus

15:10:1985 Ketu

27:09:1985 Mercury

07:09:1985 Saturn

21:08:1985 Jupiter

Patyantara From---

02:08:1985 Rahu

From---Patyantara

25:07:1985 Mars

14:07:1985 Moon

08:07:1985 Sun

13:06:1985 Ketu

14:04:1985 Mercury

05:02:1985 Saturn

11:12:1984 Jupiter

08:10:1984 Rahu

13:09:1984 Mars

08:08:1984 Moon

18:07:1984 Sun
 Venus 08:05:1984

16:04:1984 Mercury

24:03:1984 Saturn

Patyantara From---

04:03:1984 Jupiter

10:02:1984 Rahu

02:02:1984 Mars

20:01:1984 Moon

13:01:1984 Sun

19:12:1983 Venus

10:12:1983 Ketu

14:10:1983 Saturn

27:08:1983 Jupiter

03:07:1983 Rahu

12:06:1983 Mars

13:05:1983 Moon

Patyantara From---

25:04:1983 Sun

From---Patyantara

24:02:1983 Venus

03:02:1983 Ketu

13:12:1982 Mercury

20:10:1982 Jupiter

21:08:1982 Rahu

28:07:1982 Mars

24:06:1982 Moon

04:06:1982 Sun

29:03:1982 Venus

05:03:1982 Ketu

07:01:1982 Mercury
 Saturn 04:11:1981

Vimshottari Dasha

14:06:1979 Mars
 Rahu 22:06:1979
 Jupiter 15:07:1979
 Saturn 04:08:1979
 Mercury 27:08:1979
 Ketu 17:09:1979
 Venus 26:09:1979
 Sun 21:10:1979
 Moon 28:10:1979

 Rahu 10:11:1979
 Jupiter 06:01:1980
 Saturn 27:02:1980

Patyantara From---

 Mercury 27:04:1980

From---Patyantara

 Ketu 21:06:1980
 Venus 13:07:1980
 Sun 15:09:1980
 Moon 04:10:1980
 Mars 06:11:1980

 Jupiter 28:11:1980
 Saturn 12:01:1981
 Mercury 07:03:1981
 Ketu 25:04:1981
 Venus 15:05:1981
 Sun 10:07:1981
 Moon 27:07:1981

From---Patyantara

 Mars 25:08:1981
 Rahu 14:09:1981
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Rahu Antara Jupiter Antara Saturn Antara 

Mercury Antara 

Mars Antara Moon Antara Sun Antara 

Venus Antara Ketu Antara 

Rahu Dasha ( 14:06:1986  To 13:06:2004)

12:05:2004 Moon

23:04:2004 Sun

Patyantara From---

19:02:2004 Venus

27:01:2004 Ketu

04:12:2003 Mercury

04:10:2003 Saturn

14:08:2003 Jupiter

18:06:2003 Rahu

26:05:2003 Mars

29:04:2003 Sun

28:01:2003 Venus

27:12:2002 Ketu

10:10:2002 Mercury

16:07:2002 Saturn

Patyantara From---

04:05:2002 Jupiter

From---Patyantara

11:02:2002 Rahu

10:01:2002 Mars

25:11:2001 Moon

01:10:2001 Venus

12:09:2001 Ketu

28:07:2001 Mercury

06:06:2001 Saturn

23:04:2001 Jupiter

04:03:2001 Rahu

13:02:2001 Mars

17:01:2001 Moon
 Sun 31:12:2000

28:10:2000 Ketu

26:05:2000 Mercury

Patyantara From---

04:12:1999 Saturn

11:07:1999 Jupiter

28:01:1999 Rahu

25:11:1998 Mars

26:08:1998 Moon

02:07:1998 Sun

31:12:1997 Venus

07:11:1997 Mercury

08:09:1997 Saturn

18:07:1997 Jupiter

22:05:1997 Rahu

30:04:1997 Mars

Patyantara From---

29:03:1997 Moon

From---Patyantara

09:03:1997 Sun

05:01:1997 Venus

13:12:1996 Ketu

18:07:1996 Saturn

16:03:1996 Jupiter

28:10:1995 Rahu

04:09:1995 Mars

18:06:1995 Moon

03:05:1995 Sun

29:11:1994 Venus

05:10:1994 Ketu
 Mercury 26:05:1994

Vimshottari Dasha

14:06:1986 Rahu
 Jupiter 09:11:1986
 Saturn 20:03:1987
 Mercury 23:08:1987
 Ketu 10:01:1988
 Venus 07:03:1988
 Sun 19:08:1988
 Moon 07:10:1988
 Mars 29:12:1988

 Jupiter 24:02:1989
 Saturn 21:06:1989
 Mercury 07:11:1989

Patyantara From---

 Ketu 11:03:1990

From---Patyantara

 Venus 01:05:1990
 Sun 24:09:1990
 Moon 07:11:1990
 Mars 19:01:1991
 Rahu 11:03:1991

 Saturn 20:07:1991
 Mercury 01:01:1992
 Ketu 28:05:1992
 Venus 28:07:1992
 Sun 17:01:1993
 Moon 10:03:1993
 Mars 05:06:1993

From---Patyantara

 Rahu 05:08:1993
 Jupiter 08:01:1994
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Jupiter Antara Saturn Antara Mercury Antara 

Ketu Antara 

Rahu Antara Mars Antara Moon Antara 

Sun Antara Venus Antara 

Jupiter Dasha ( 13:06:2004  To 13:06:2020)

23:04:2020 Mars

10:02:2020 Moon

Patyantara From---

28:12:2019 Sun

04:08:2019 Venus

14:06:2019 Ketu

10:02:2019 Mercury

24:09:2018 Saturn

30:05:2018 Jupiter

19:01:2018 Rahu

21:12:2017 Moon

04:12:2017 Sun

09:10:2017 Venus

19:09:2017 Ketu

01:08:2017 Mercury

Patyantara From---

08:06:2017 Saturn

From---Patyantara

24:04:2017 Jupiter

04:03:2017 Rahu

12:02:2017 Mars

19:01:2017 Sun

29:10:2016 Venus

01:10:2016 Ketu

24:07:2016 Mercury

08:05:2016 Saturn

04:03:2016 Jupiter

21:12:2015 Rahu

23:11:2015 Mars
 Moon 13:10:2015

26:08:2015 Venus

09:08:2015 Ketu

Patyantara From---

28:06:2015 Mercury

13:05:2015 Saturn

04:04:2015 Jupiter

19:02:2015 Rahu

02:02:2015 Mars

09:01:2015 Moon

25:12:2014 Sun

30:10:2014 Ketu

14:06:2014 Mercury

11:01:2014 Saturn

03:09:2013 Jupiter

10:04:2013 Rahu

Patyantara From---

12:02:2013 Mars

From---Patyantara

23:11:2012 Moon

05:10:2012 Sun

25:04:2012 Venus

08:03:2012 Mercury

14:01:2012 Saturn

29:11:2011 Jupiter

09:10:2011 Rahu

19:09:2011 Mars

22:08:2011 Moon

05:08:2011 Sun

09:06:2011 Venus
 Ketu 20:05:2011

Vimshottari Dasha

13:06:2004 Jupiter
 Saturn 25:09:2004
 Mercury 27:01:2005
 Ketu 17:05:2005
 Venus 02:07:2005
 Sun 08:11:2005
 Moon 17:12:2005
 Mars 20:02:2006
 Rahu 07:04:2006

 Saturn 01:08:2006
 Mercury 26:12:2006
 Ketu 06:05:2007

Patyantara From---

 Venus 29:06:2007

From---Patyantara

 Sun 30:11:2007
 Moon 15:01:2008
 Mars 01:04:2008
 Rahu 25:05:2008
 Jupiter 12:10:2008

 Mercury 12:02:2009
 Ketu 09:06:2009
 Venus 28:07:2009
 Sun 12:12:2009
 Moon 23:01:2010
 Mars 02:04:2010
 Rahu 20:05:2010

From---Patyantara

 Jupiter 21:09:2010
 Saturn 09:01:2011
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Saturn Antara Mercury Antara Ketu Antara 

Venus Antara 

Jupiter Antara Rahu Antara Mars Antara 

Moon Antara Sun Antara 

Saturn Dasha ( 13:06:2020  To 14:06:2039)

26:01:2039 Rahu

03:12:2038 Mars

Patyantara From---

17:09:2038 Moon

02:08:2038 Sun

01:03:2038 Venus

06:01:2038 Ketu

28:08:2037 Mercury

03:04:2037 Saturn

01:12:2036 Jupiter

01:10:2036 Mars

06:07:2036 Moon

15:05:2036 Sun

23:11:2035 Venus

24:09:2035 Ketu

Patyantara From---

29:04:2035 Mercury

From---Patyantara

16:11:2034 Saturn

30:06:2034 Jupiter

25:01:2034 Rahu

22:12:2033 Moon

02:12:2033 Sun

25:09:2033 Venus

02:09:2033 Ketu

07:07:2033 Mercury

03:05:2033 Saturn

11:03:2033 Jupiter

09:01:2033 Rahu
 Mars 16:12:2032

17:11:2032 Sun

13:08:2032 Venus

Patyantara From---

10:07:2032 Ketu

19:04:2032 Mercury

18:01:2032 Saturn

02:11:2031 Jupiter

07:08:2031 Rahu

05:07:2031 Mars

17:05:2031 Moon

21:03:2031 Venus

28:02:2031 Ketu

10:01:2031 Mercury

16:11:2030 Saturn

01:10:2030 Jupiter

Patyantara From---

10:08:2030 Rahu

From---Patyantara

21:07:2030 Mars

22:06:2030 Moon

05:06:2030 Sun

29:03:2030 Ketu

16:10:2029 Mercury

16:04:2029 Saturn

13:11:2028 Jupiter

23:05:2028 Rahu

17:03:2028 Mars

11:12:2027 Moon

14:10:2027 Sun
 Venus 05:04:2027

Vimshottari Dasha

13:06:2020 Saturn
 Mercury 05:12:2020
 Ketu 09:05:2021
 Venus 12:07:2021
 Sun 11:01:2022
 Moon 07:03:2022
 Mars 07:06:2022
 Rahu 10:08:2022
 Jupiter 21:01:2023

 Mercury 17:06:2023
 Ketu 03:11:2023
 Venus 30:12:2023

Patyantara From---

 Sun 11:06:2024

From---Patyantara

 Moon 31:07:2024
 Mars 21:10:2024
 Rahu 17:12:2024
 Jupiter 14:05:2025
 Saturn 22:09:2025

 Ketu 24:02:2026
 Venus 20:03:2026
 Sun 26:05:2026
 Moon 15:06:2026
 Mars 19:07:2026
 Rahu 12:08:2026
 Jupiter 11:10:2026

From---Patyantara

 Saturn 04:12:2026
 Mercury 06:02:2027
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Mercury Antara Ketu Antara Venus Antara 

Sun Antara 

Saturn Antara Jupiter Antara Rahu Antara 

Mars Antara Moon Antara 

Mercury Dasha ( 14:06:2039  To 13:06:2056)

03:02:2056 Jupiter

08:09:2055 Rahu

Patyantara From---

13:07:2055 Mars

22:04:2055 Moon

04:03:2055 Sun

21:09:2054 Venus

26:07:2054 Ketu

09:03:2054 Mercury

04:10:2053 Saturn

02:06:2053 Rahu

15:04:2053 Mars

05:02:2053 Moon

26:12:2052 Sun

09:08:2052 Venus

Patyantara From---

22:06:2052 Ketu

From---Patyantara

25:02:2052 Mercury

17:10:2051 Saturn

29:06:2051 Jupiter

06:05:2051 Mars

17:02:2051 Moon

02:01:2051 Sun

30:07:2050 Venus

06:06:2050 Ketu

25:01:2050 Mercury

31:08:2049 Saturn

29:04:2049 Jupiter
 Rahu 10:12:2048

10:11:2048 Moon

23:10:2048 Sun

Patyantara From---

23:08:2048 Venus

02:08:2048 Ketu

12:06:2048 Mercury

15:04:2048 Saturn

27:02:2048 Jupiter

03:01:2048 Rahu

13:12:2047 Mars

17:11:2047 Sun

23:08:2047 Venus

24:07:2047 Ketu

12:05:2047 Mercury

19:02:2047 Saturn

Patyantara From---

12:12:2046 Jupiter

From---Patyantara

25:09:2046 Rahu

26:08:2046 Mars

14:07:2046 Moon

23:05:2046 Venus

05:05:2046 Ketu

22:03:2046 Mercury

01:02:2046 Saturn

22:12:2045 Jupiter

05:11:2045 Rahu

18:10:2045 Mars

22:09:2045 Moon
 Sun 07:09:2045

Vimshottari Dasha

14:06:2039 Mercury
 Ketu 16:10:2039
 Venus 07:12:2039
 Sun 01:05:2040
 Moon 14:06:2040
 Mars 27:08:2040
 Rahu 17:10:2040
 Jupiter 26:02:2041
 Saturn 24:06:2041

 Ketu 10:11:2041
 Venus 01:12:2041
 Sun 30:01:2042

Patyantara From---

 Moon 17:02:2042

From---Patyantara

 Mars 19:03:2042
 Rahu 10:04:2042
 Jupiter 03:06:2042
 Saturn 21:07:2042
 Mercury 16:09:2042

 Venus 07:11:2042
 Sun 28:04:2043
 Moon 19:06:2043
 Mars 13:09:2043
 Rahu 12:11:2043
 Jupiter 16:04:2044
 Saturn 01:09:2044

From---Patyantara

 Mercury 12:02:2045
 Ketu 09:07:2045
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Ketu Antara Venus Antara Sun Antara 

Moon Antara 

Mercury Antara Saturn Antara Jupiter Antara 

Rahu Antara Mars Antara 

Ketu Dasha ( 13:06:2056  To 14:06:2063)

17:04:2063 Saturn

28:02:2063 Jupiter

Patyantara From---

05:01:2063 Rahu

15:12:2062 Mars

15:11:2062 Moon

27:10:2062 Sun

28:08:2062 Venus

07:08:2062 Ketu

17:06:2062 Mercury

24:04:2062 Jupiter

22:02:2062 Rahu

30:01:2062 Mars

27:12:2061 Moon

07:12:2061 Sun

Patyantara From---

30:09:2061 Venus

From---Patyantara

07:09:2061 Ketu

11:07:2061 Mercury

08:05:2061 Saturn

18:03:2061 Rahu

26:02:2061 Mars

29:01:2061 Moon

12:01:2061 Sun

16:11:2060 Venus

27:10:2060 Ketu

09:09:2060 Mercury

17:07:2060 Saturn
 Jupiter 01:06:2060

10:05:2060 Mars

08:04:2060 Moon

Patyantara From---

19:03:2060 Sun

15:01:2060 Venus

24:12:2059 Ketu

31:10:2059 Mercury

31:08:2059 Saturn

11:07:2059 Jupiter

14:05:2059 Rahu

02:05:2059 Moon

24:04:2059 Sun

31:03:2059 Venus

22:03:2059 Ketu

01:03:2059 Mercury

Patyantara From---

05:02:2059 Saturn

From---Patyantara

16:01:2059 Jupiter

25:12:2058 Rahu

16:12:2058 Mars

06:12:2058 Sun

31:10:2058 Venus

19:10:2058 Ketu

19:09:2058 Mercury

16:08:2058 Saturn

18:07:2058 Jupiter

17:06:2058 Rahu

04:06:2058 Mars
 Moon 17:05:2058

Vimshottari Dasha

13:06:2056 Ketu
 Venus 22:06:2056
 Sun 17:07:2056
 Moon 24:07:2056
 Mars 06:08:2056
 Rahu 14:08:2056
 Jupiter 06:09:2056
 Saturn 26:09:2056
 Mercury 19:10:2056

 Venus 10:11:2056
 Sun 20:01:2057
 Moon 10:02:2057

Patyantara From---

 Mars 18:03:2057

From---Patyantara

 Rahu 11:04:2057
 Jupiter 14:06:2057
 Saturn 10:08:2057
 Mercury 16:10:2057
 Ketu 16:12:2057

 Sun 10:01:2058
 Moon 16:01:2058
 Mars 27:01:2058
 Rahu 03:02:2058
 Jupiter 22:02:2058
 Saturn 11:03:2058
 Mercury 01:04:2058

From---Patyantara

 Ketu 19:04:2058
 Venus 26:04:2058
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Venus Antara Sun Antara Moon Antara 

Mars Antara 

Ketu Antara Mercury Antara Saturn Antara 

Jupiter Antara Rahu Antara 

Venus Dasha ( 14:06:2063  To 14:06:2083)

14:04:2083 Mercury

06:02:2083 Saturn

Patyantara From---

11:12:2082 Jupiter

08:10:2082 Rahu

13:09:2082 Mars

09:08:2082 Moon

19:07:2082 Sun

09:05:2082 Venus

14:04:2082 Ketu

01:11:2081 Saturn

16:06:2081 Jupiter

12:01:2081 Rahu

13:11:2080 Mars

18:08:2080 Moon

Patyantara From---

27:06:2080 Sun

From---Patyantara

07:01:2080 Venus

07:11:2079 Ketu

14:06:2079 Mercury

11:01:2079 Jupiter

21:07:2078 Rahu

15:05:2078 Mars

08:02:2078 Moon

12:12:2077 Sun

02:06:2077 Venus

27:03:2077 Ketu

14:10:2076 Mercury
 Saturn 13:04:2076

19:11:2075 Rahu

23:09:2075 Mars

Patyantara From---

04:07:2075 Moon

16:05:2075 Sun

05:12:2074 Venus

09:10:2074 Ketu

24:05:2074 Mercury

21:12:2073 Saturn

14:08:2073 Jupiter

11:06:2073 Mars

11:03:2073 Moon

16:01:2073 Sun

17:07:2072 Venus

14:05:2072 Ketu

Patyantara From---

10:12:2071 Mercury

From---Patyantara

20:06:2071 Saturn

25:01:2071 Jupiter

14:08:2070 Rahu

09:07:2070 Moon

18:06:2070 Sun

08:04:2070 Venus

14:03:2070 Ketu

13:01:2070 Mercury

06:11:2069 Saturn

10:09:2069 Jupiter

09:07:2069 Rahu
 Mars 14:06:2069

Vimshottari Dasha

14:06:2063 Venus
 Sun 03:01:2064
 Moon 04:03:2064
 Mars 13:06:2064
 Rahu 23:08:2064
 Jupiter 22:02:2065
 Saturn 03:08:2065
 Mercury 12:02:2066
 Ketu 03:08:2066

 Sun 13:10:2066
 Moon 01:11:2066
 Mars 01:12:2066

Patyantara From---

 Rahu 22:12:2066

From---Patyantara

 Jupiter 15:02:2067
 Saturn 05:04:2067
 Mercury 02:06:2067
 Ketu 23:07:2067
 Venus 14:08:2067

 Moon 13:10:2067
 Mars 03:12:2067
 Rahu 08:01:2068
 Jupiter 08:04:2068
 Saturn 28:06:2068
 Mercury 03:10:2068
 Ketu 28:12:2068

From---Patyantara

 Venus 02:02:2069
 Sun 14:05:2069
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Sun Antara Moon Antara Mars Antara 

Rahu Antara 

Venus Antara Ketu Antara Mercury Antara 

Saturn Antara Jupiter Antara 

Sun Dasha ( 14:06:2083  To 14:06:2089)

23:05:2089 Ketu

02:04:2089 Mercury

Patyantara From---

03:02:2089 Saturn

16:12:2088 Jupiter

22:10:2088 Rahu

01:10:2088 Mars

31:08:2088 Moon

13:08:2088 Sun

13:06:2088 Venus

26:05:2088 Mercury

06:05:2088 Saturn

19:04:2088 Jupiter

30:03:2088 Rahu

23:03:2088 Mars

Patyantara From---

12:03:2088 Moon

From---Patyantara

06:03:2088 Sun

14:02:2088 Venus

06:02:2088 Ketu

19:12:2087 Saturn

07:11:2087 Jupiter

22:09:2087 Rahu

04:09:2087 Mars

09:08:2087 Moon

24:07:2087 Sun

03:06:2087 Venus

16:05:2087 Ketu
 Mercury 02:04:2087

15:02:2087 Jupiter

24:12:2086 Rahu

Patyantara From---

04:12:2086 Mars

05:11:2086 Moon

19:10:2086 Sun

22:08:2086 Venus

02:08:2086 Ketu

14:06:2086 Mercury

20:04:2086 Saturn

07:03:2086 Rahu

18:02:2086 Mars

25:01:2086 Moon

10:01:2086 Sun

23:11:2085 Venus

Patyantara From---

06:11:2085 Ketu

From---Patyantara

25:09:2085 Mercury

10:08:2085 Saturn

02:07:2085 Jupiter

13:06:2085 Mars

16:05:2085 Moon

30:04:2085 Sun

06:03:2085 Venus

15:02:2085 Ketu

31:12:2084 Mercury

08:11:2084 Saturn

25:09:2084 Jupiter
 Rahu 07:08:2084

Vimshottari Dasha

14:06:2083 Sun
 Moon 19:06:2083
 Mars 28:06:2083
 Rahu 05:07:2083
 Jupiter 21:07:2083
 Saturn 05:08:2083
 Mercury 22:08:2083
 Ketu 07:09:2083
 Venus 13:09:2083

 Moon 01:10:2083
 Mars 16:10:2083
 Rahu 27:10:2083

Patyantara From---

 Jupiter 23:11:2083

From---Patyantara

 Saturn 18:12:2083
 Mercury 16:01:2084
 Ketu 11:02:2084
 Venus 21:02:2084
 Sun 23:03:2084

 Mars 01:04:2084
 Rahu 08:04:2084
 Jupiter 28:04:2084
 Saturn 15:05:2084
 Mercury 04:06:2084
 Ketu 22:06:2084
 Venus 30:06:2084

From---Patyantara

 Sun 21:07:2084
 Moon 27:07:2084
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Ashtottari Dasha

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

[N.B. : For obtaining best results for timing of events by this method, only N.C. Lahiri's 
Ayanamsha value has to be used.] 

Aridradi method of Ashottari Dasha is applicable in your chart.

5 y.0 m.0 d.27 Moon(PurvaPhalguni) 22:01:2071 -- 22:01:2076 089:01:14

5 y.0 m.0 d.26 Moon(Magha) 22:01:2066 -- 22:01:2071 231:07:51

1 y.6 m.0 d.

1 y.6 m.0 d.

1 y.6 m.0 d.

1 y.6 m.0 d.

25 Sun(Ashlesha) 23:07:2064 -- 22:01:2066 112:07:13

24 Sun(Pushya) 22:01:2063 -- 23:07:2064 310:28:23

23 Sun(Punarvasu) 24:07:2061 -- 22:01:2063 170:12:28

22 Sun(Aridra) 22:01:2060 -- 24:07:2061 127:22:42

7 y.0 m.0 d.21 Venus(Mrigashira) 22:01:2053 -- 22:01:2060 287:42:34

7 y.0 m.0 d.

7 y.0 m.0 d.

3 y.0 m.0 d.

3 y.0 m.0 d.

20 Venus(Rohini) 22:01:2046 -- 22:01:2053 089:01:14

19 Venus(Krittika) 22:01:2039 -- 22:01:2046 165:16:05

18 Rahu(Bharani) 22:01:2036 -- 22:01:2039 168:07:10

17 Rahu(Ashwini) 22:01:2033 -- 22:01:2036 310:13:47

3 y.0 m.0 d.16 Rahu(Revathi) 22:01:2030 -- 22:01:2033 114:58:17

3 y.0 m.0 d.

6 y.4 m.0 d.

6 y.4 m.0 d.

6 y.4 m.0 d.

2 y.6 m.0 d.

2 y.6 m.0 d.

2 y.6 m.0 d.

2 y.6 m.0 d.

5 y.8 m.0 d.

5 y.8 m.0 d.

5 y.8 m.0 d.

2 y.0 m.0 d.

2 y.0 m.0 d.

2 y.0 m.0 d.

1 y.1 m.5 d.

Dasha DurationPlanet (Star) From ... ... ... ... To Profection PointS.N.

1 Mars(Hastha) 18:12:1973 -- 22:01:1975

009:24:352 Mars(Chitra) 22:01:1975 -- 22:01:1977

170:43:15

3 Mars(Swati) 22:01:1977 -- 22:01:1979 249:49:11

4 Mars(Vishakha) 22:01:1979 -- 22:01:1981 292:38:57

5 Mercury(Anuradha) 22:01:1981 -- 23:09:1986 298:03:58

6 Mercury(Jyestha) 23:09:1986 -- 23:05:1992 099:42:48

7 Mercury(Moola) 23:05:1992 -- 22:01:1998 294:58:17

8 Saturn(PurvaAshda) 22:01:1998 -- 23:07:2000 351:12:50

9 Saturn(UttraAshda) 23:07:2000 -- 22:01:2003 310:28:23

10 Saturn(Abhijit) 22:01:2003 -- 24:07:2005 310:28:23

11 Saturn(Shravana) 24:07:2005 -- 22:01:2008 234:13:31

12 Jupiter(Dhanishtha) 22:01:2008 -- 24:05:2014 292:38:57

13 Jupiter(Shatavisha) 24:05:2014 -- 22:09:2020 173:03:32

14 Jupiter(PurvaBhadra) 22:09:2020 -- 22:01:2027 215:53:18

15 Rahu(UttraBhadra) 22:01:2027 -- 22:01:2030 313:19:27
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Yogini Dasha

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

6 y.0 m.0 d.

5 y.0 m.0 d.

24 Siddha[Venus](*Ashlesha) 09:05:2071 To 09:05:2078 152:51:40

23 Ulka[Saturn](*Pushya) 09:05:2065 To 09:05:2071 136:25:07

22Bhadrika[Mercury](*Punarvasu) 08:05:2060 To 09:05:2065 157:48:03

4 y.0 m.0 d.21 Bhramari[Mars](*Aridra) 08:05:2056 To 08:05:2060 249:49:11

3 y.0 m.0 d.

2 y.0 m.0 d.

1 y.0 m.0 d.

8 y.0 m.0 d.

20 Dhanya[Jupiter](*Mrigashira) 09:05:2053 To 08:05:2056 292:38:57

19 Pingala[Sun](*Rohini) 09:05:2051 To 09:05:2053 048:16:46

18 Mangala[Moon](*Krittika) 09:05:2050 To 09:05:2051 048:16:46

17 Sankata[Rahu](*Bharani) 09:05:2042 To 09:05:2050 168:07:10

7 y.0 m.0 d.16 Siddha[Venus](*Ashwini) 09:05:2035 To 09:05:2042 348:07:10

6 y.0 m.0 d.

5 y.0 m.0 d.

4 y.0 m.0 d.

3 y.0 m.0 d.

2 y.0 m.0 d.

1 y.0 m.0 d.

8 y.0 m.0 d.

7 y.0 m.0 d.

6 y.0 m.0 d.

5 y.0 m.0 d.

4 y.0 m.0 d.

3 y.0 m.0 d.

2 y.0 m.0 d.

1 y.0 m.0 d.

4 y.4 m.21 d.

Dasha DurationPlanet (Star) From ... ... ... ... To Profection PointS.N.

1 Sankata[Rahu](*Hastha) 18:12:1973 To 09:05:1978

170:43:152 Mangala[Moon](*Chitra) 09:05:1978 To 09:05:1979

051:07:51

3 Pingala[Sun](*Swati) 09:05:1979 To 09:05:1981 127:22:42

4 Dhanya[Jupiter](*V ishakha) 09:05:1981 To 08:05:1984 215:53:18

5 Bhramari[Mars](*Anuradha) 08:05:1984 To 08:05:1988 072:54:51

6 Bhadrika[Mercury](*Jyestha) 08:05:1988 To 09:05:1993 099:42:48

7 Ulka[Saturn](*Moola) 09:05:1993 To 09:05:1999 133:19:27

8 Siddha[Venus](*PurvaAshda) 09:05:1999 To 09:05:2006 206:00:33

9 Sankata[Rahu](*UttraAshda) 09:05:2006 To 09:05:2014 127:22:42

10 Mangala[Moon](*Shravana) 09:05:2014 To 09:05:2015 332:01:55

11 Pingala[Sun](*Dhanishtha) 09:05:2015 To 09:05:2017 246:58:06

12 Dhanya[Jupiter](*Shatavisha) 09:05:2017 To 08:05:2020 173:03:32

13Bhramari[Mars](*PurvaBhadra) 08:05:2020 To 08:05:2024 292:38:57

14Bhadrika[Mercury](*UttraBhadra) 08:05:2024 To 09:05:2029 298:03:58

15 Ulka[Saturn](*Revathi) 09:05:2029 To 09:05:2035 298:03:58

7 y.0 m.0 d.
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Virgo Dasha Libra Dasha Scorpio Dasha Sagittarius 
Dasha 

Capricorn Dasha
 

Aquarius Dasha Pisces Dasha Aries Dasha 

Taurus Dasha Gemini Dasha Cancer Dasha Leo Dasha 

Jaimini Chara Dasha

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

e
f
g
h
i
j
k
`
a
b
c
d

(Neelkanta's Method)

18:12:1973 Libra
 Scorp io 18:10:1974

 Sagittarius 18:08:1975

 Capr icorn 18:06:1976

 Aquar ius 18:04:1977

 Pisces 16:02:1978

 Aries 18:12:1978

 Taurus 18:10:1979

 Gemini 18:08:1980

 Cancer 18:06:1981

 Leo 18:04:1982

 Virgo 16:02:1983

Bhukti From
 Scorp io 18:12:1983

FromBhukti

 Sagittarius 18:03:1984

 Capr icorn 18:06:1984

 Aquar ius 17:09:1984

 Pisces 18:12:1984

 Aries 19:03:1985

 Taurus 18:06:1985

 Gemini 17:09:1985

 Cancer 18:12:1985

 Leo 19:03:1986

 Virgo 18:06:1986

 Libra 17:09:1986

 Libra 18:12:1986

FromBhukti

 Virgo 19:05:1987

 Leo 18:10:1987

 Cancer 18:03:1988

 Gemini 18:08:1988

 Taurus 17:01:1989

 Aries 18:06:1989

 Pisces 17:11:1989

 Aquar ius 18:04:1990

 Capr icorn 17:09:1990

 Sagittarius 16:02:1991

 Scorp io 19:07:1991

 Scorp io 18:12:1991

FromBhukti

 Libra 17:01:1992

 Virgo 17:02:1992

 Leo 18:03:1992

 Cancer 18:04:1992

 Gemini 18:05:1992

 Taurus 18:06:1992

 Aries 18:07:1992

 Pisces 18:08:1992

 Aquar ius 17:09:1992

 Capr icorn 18:10:1992

 Sagittarius 17:11:1992

 Sagittarius 18:12:1992

FromBhukti

 Scorp io 19:07:1993

 Libra 16:02:1994

 Virgo 17:09:1994

 Leo 18:04:1995

 Cancer 17:11:1995

 Gemini 18:06:1996

 Taurus 17:01:1997

 Aries 18:08:1997

 Pisces 19:03:1998

 Aquar ius 18:10:1998

 Capr icorn 19:05:1999

 Pisces 18:12:1999

FromBhukti

 Aries 18:04:2000

 Taurus 18:08:2000

 Gemini 18:12:2000

 Cancer 18:04:2001

 Leo 18:08:2001

 Virgo 18:12:2001

 Libra 18:04:2002

 Scorp io 18:08:2002

 Sagittarius 18:12:2002

 Capr icorn 18:04:2003

 Aquar ius 18:08:2003

 Aries 18:12:2003

FromBhukti

 Taurus 17:02:2004

 Gemini 18:04:2004

 Cancer 18:06:2004

 Leo 18:08:2004

 Virgo 18:10:2004

 Libra 18:12:2004

 Scorp io 16:02:2005

 Sagittarius 18:04:2005

 Capr icorn 18:06:2005

 Aquar ius 18:08:2005

 Pisces 18:10:2005

 Taurus 18:12:2005

FromBhukti

 Gemini 18:12:2006

 Cancer 18:12:2007

 Leo 18:12:2008

 Virgo 18:12:2009

 Libra 18:12:2010

 Scorp io 18:12:2011

 Sagittarius 18:12:2012

 Capr icorn 18:12:2013

 Aquar ius 18:12:2014

 Pisces 18:12:2015

 Aries 18:12:2016

 Aries 18:12:2017

FromBhukti

 Pisces 18:04:2018

 Aquar ius 18:08:2018

 Capr icorn 18:12:2018

 Sagittarius 18:04:2019

 Scorp io 18:08:2019

 Libra 18:12:2019

 Virgo 18:04:2020

 Leo 18:08:2020

 Cancer 18:12:2020

 Gemini 18:04:2021

 Taurus 18:08:2021

 Taurus 18:12:2021

FromBhukti

 Aries 19:05:2022

 Pisces 18:10:2022

 Aquar ius 19:03:2023

 Capr icorn 18:08:2023

 Sagittarius 17:01:2024

 Scorp io 18:06:2024

 Libra 17:11:2024

 Virgo 18:04:2025

 Leo 17:09:2025

 Cancer 16:02:2026

 Gemini 19:07:2026

 Gemini 18:12:2026

FromBhukti

 Taurus 18:10:2027

 Aries 18:08:2028

 Pisces 18:06:2029

 Aquar ius 18:04:2030

 Capr icorn 16:02:2031

 Sagittarius 18:12:2031

 Scorp io 18:10:2032

 Libra 18:08:2033

 Virgo 18:06:2034

 Leo 18:04:2035

 Cancer 17:02:2036

 Virgo 18:12:2036

FromBhukti

 Libra 18:04:2037

 Scorp io 18:08:2037

 Sagittarius 18:12:2037

 Capr icorn 18:04:2038

 Aquar ius 18:08:2038

 Pisces 18:12:2038

 Aries 18:04:2039

 Taurus 18:08:2039

 Gemini 18:12:2039

 Cancer 18:04:2040

 Leo 18:08:2040

Bhuktis of Jaimini Chara Dasha

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

From........ToDuration

 Virgo Dasha

S.N.

10 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:1973 --- 18:12:1983

 Libra Dasha 3 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:1983 --- 18:12:1986

 Scorpio Dasha 5 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:1986 --- 18:12:1991

 Sagittarius Dasha 1 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:1991 --- 18:12:1992

 Capricorn Dasha 7 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:1992 --- 18:12:1999

 Aquarius Dasha 4 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:1999 --- 18:12:2003

 Pisces Dasha 2 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:2003 --- 18:12:2005

8  Aries Dasha 12 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:2005 --- 18:12:2017

9  Taurus Dasha 4 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:2017 --- 18:12:2021

10  Gemini Dasha 5 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:2021 --- 18:12:2026

11  Cancer Dasha 10 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:2026 --- 18:12:2036

12  Leo Dasha 4 y.0 m.0 d. 18:12:2036 --- 18:12:2040

Dasha of Sign
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Dasha of Sign

18:12:2043 --- 18:12:20463 y.0 m.0 d. Libra Dasha12

18:12:2035 --- 18:12:20438 y.0 m.0 d. Aquarius Dasha11

18:12:2030 --- 18:12:20355 y.0 m.0 d. Gemini Dasha10

18:12:2023 --- 18:12:20307 y.0 m.0 d. Scorpio Dasha9

18:12:2013 --- 18:12:202310 y.0 m.0 d. Pisces Dasha8

18:12:2011 --- 18:12:20132 y.0 m.0 d. Cancer Dasha

18:12:2010 --- 18:12:20111 y.0 m.0 d. Sagittarius Dasha

18:12:1998 --- 18:12:201012 y.0 m.0 d. Aries Dasha

18:12:1990 --- 18:12:19988 y.0 m.0 d. Leo Dasha

18:12:1983 --- 18:12:19907 y.0 m.0 d. Capricorn Dasha

18:12:1975 --- 18:12:19838 y.0 m.0 d. Taurus Dasha

18:12:1973 --- 18:12:19752 y.0 m.0 d.

S.N.

 Virgo Dasha

Duration From........To

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Bhuktis of Jaimini Chara Dasha

18:12:2045 Scorp io
18:12:2044 Sagittarius

Bhukti From
18:12:2043 Capr icorn

18:12:2042 Capr icorn
18:12:2041 Sagittarius
18:12:2040 Scorp io
18:12:2039 Libra
18:12:2038 Virgo
18:12:2037 Leo
18:12:2036 Cancer

Bhukti From
18:12:2035 Gemini

18:12:2034 Cancer
18:12:2033 Leo
18:12:2032 Virgo
18:12:2031 Libra

Bhukti From
18:12:2030 Scorp io

18:12:2029 Libra
18:12:2028 Virgo
18:12:2027 Leo
18:12:2026 Cancer
18:12:2025 Gemini
18:12:2024 Taurus

Bhukti From
18:12:2023 Aries

18:12:2022 Aries
18:12:2021 Taurus
18:12:2020 Gemini
18:12:2019 Cancer
18:12:2018 Leo
18:12:2017 Virgo
18:12:2016 Libra
18:12:2015 Scorp io
18:12:2014 Sagittarius

Bhukti From
18:12:2013 Capr icorn

18:12:2012 Leo

Bhukti From
18:12:2011 Virgo

Bhukti From
18:12:2010 Capr icorn

18:12:2009 Pisces
18:12:2008 Aquar ius
18:12:2007 Capr icorn
18:12:2006 Sagittarius
18:12:2005 Scorp io
18:12:2004 Libra
18:12:2003 Virgo
18:12:2002 Leo
18:12:2001 Cancer
18:12:2000 Gemini
18:12:1999 Taurus

Bhukti From
18:12:1998 Aries

18:12:1997 Cancer
18:12:1996 Gemini
18:12:1995 Taurus
18:12:1994 Aries
18:12:1993 Pisces
18:12:1992 Aquar ius
18:12:1991 Capr icorn

Bhukti From
18:12:1990 Sagittarius

18:12:1989 Sagittarius
18:12:1988 Scorp io
18:12:1987 Libra
18:12:1986 Virgo
18:12:1985 Leo
18:12:1984 Cancer

Bhukti From
18:12:1983 Gemini

18:12:1982 Gemini
18:12:1981 Cancer
18:12:1980 Leo
18:12:1979 Virgo
18:12:1978 Libra
18:12:1977 Scorp io
18:12:1976 Sagittarius

Bhukti From
18:12:1975 Capr icorn

FromBhukti

18:12:1974 Libra
 Scorp io 18:12:1973

(Method of RaghavaBhatta & NrisimhaSuri)
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Jaimini Chara Dasha

Libra Dasha Aquarius Dasha Gemini Dasha Scorpio Dasha 

Pisces Dasha Cancer Dasha Sagittarius 
Dasha 

Aries Dasha 

Leo Dasha Capricorn Dasha
 

Taurus Dasha Virgo Dasha 
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In your chart, the Moon is situated in sign Virgo - which is ruled by Mercury. It is a 
common, negative, and earthy sign. You are likely to have a quiet, easy-going,  
andsomewhat irresolute nature; but you may not be overly ambitious, will be 
totally devoid of boasting habits, and always abhor vain pretensions. Although you 
will be endowed with a fair degree of intellectual powers, and will remain engaged  
inintellectual pursuits, you may rather prefer to function in a position that involves 
responsibility and even sub-ordination; this is since you will attach more value and 
importance to leading your life in peace, and always prefer to avoid unnecessary 
tensions.

You will remain closely attached to your home, and your near and dear 
family-members will make your life very joyful and happy. Agriculture, agricultural 
produce, medicines, herbals, food-articles, bakeries, confectioneries, domestic 
consumables, and other items of household applications will attract your attention 
more in comparison. You will develop very cordial relationships with your 
colleagues, superiors and sub-ordinates alike; and if you are ever employing a 
domestic servant, he/ she also will always remain very well disposed to you, and 
treat you with great respect.

Your innate nature will be quick and alert, yet at the same time you may also be 

Mental Characteristics :

Your complexion may be fair.You are likely to have a middle stature, and a 
well-made slender physical structure with a round face. Your eyes will be beautiful. 
Your voice might be somewhat high-pitched. At times, you may appear to be 
somewhat fickle-minded; and as age passes by, you may tend to acquire a 
melancholic disposition. 

Physical Appearance :

Your Ascendant falls in sign Virgo. This sign has been classified as an earthy, 
common or flexed sign. Certain other natural qualitative characteristics have also 
been attributed to it: this sign is sterile and human by nature.

For being born in this Ascendant, you will be endowed with an ingenious, studious, 
and witty nature. Always very systematic and methodical in your approach, you 
will be a very learned person - always be in search of knowledge for the purpose  
ofattaining perfection. You will be inclined to continuing informal studies or 
conducting research; the occult and the allied subjects might also be of interest to 
you. You will be a reservoir of patience and perseverance.

You will have much of interest in art and literature. In all your affairs in general,  
youwill habitually be critical and precise; yet you will be soft-spoken, well 
mannered, benevolent, and judicious by nature. You will firmly believe in simple 
living and high thinking, and manage your monetary affairs very prudently. You 
might be an avid collector of curious things - which may have appealed to your 
fancy during sometime of your life; but you may have a queer habit of not to part 
with anything you have ever collected. 

General Characteristics :

General Predictions Related to Native
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Azharuddin, Sachin Tendulkar, Venktesh Prasad - Cricketer, Lala Chait Ram- 
Industrialist, Princess Diana - Princess of Wales, John F. Kennedy, Bill Clinton - Ex- 
President of U.S.A., Dr. Radhakrishnan - Ex- President of India, Rajiv Gandhi, P. V. 
Narsimha Rao - Ex- Prime Minister, Laender Paes - Tennis Player. 

Important personalities belonging to VIRGO Ascendant :

1. Venus, lord of the 2nd and 9th house, is benefic.
2. Mercury, lord of ascendant, is most benefic.
3. Jupiter, lord of the 7th house, is marakesh.
4. Moon is malefic.
5. Mars, lord of the 3rd and 8th house, is most malefic.
6. Sun and Saturn are neutral. 

Benefic and malefic Planets :

You can be a successful counselor, lawyer, doctor, teacher, professor, statistician, 
computer programmer mathematician, accountant, singer, writer, manager. You 
can gain from transport, travel, telephone, jewelry business. 

Profession :

1. You will be intellectual and highly receptive. 
2. You will be dutiful and very systematic in approaches. You will consider every 
minute detail
3. You will be modest, religious and soft spoken. 

Special characteristics :

You may be confused and fickle minded. You may be devoid of self confidence.  
Youmay not be realistic and chase your vague dreams. 

Negative Traits :

You will be endowed with unique power of analysis. You will be intelligent and have 
retentive memory. You will avoid conflicts and love peace and harmony. You will 
work in a very systemic way. You will have knowledge of many fields. You will be 
prudent and not waste money. You will have interest in art and music. 

Qualities :

somewhat secretive - which will make you unusually patient. Steep decline of 
family-fortune, or complex domestic disputes, or some other kind of imposed 
restraint or privation in early life may make you somewhat inward-looking or 
withdrawn. You are likely to have formal study of analytical sciences, but  
dexterousarts will also be of interest to you as well - you will not only have the 
keen desire to learn the theoretical text-matters, but will also be interested in the 
practical features or applied aspects - which you will consider to be more  
importantin comparison.

You may come up with some original findings of your own, or discover some  
facts,or invent some appliances - which will find useful applications in mundane 
activities. As time passes by, your maturity and the capacity to contribute will 
increase; you will develop a vivacious and genial nature, brilliance in conversations, 
and mastery of pleasing allusions. Possibly you will undertake some journeys to 
distant inland or even foreign places - on an academic or cultural mission. 
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You have been born in Krishna Paksha. If some modifying influences are not 
present in your horoscope, then the indications are not favorable. Your  
constitutionmight be somewhat weak, and you might be susceptible to suffer 

Results of Birth in 'Paksha':

You have been born in Pousha Masa (December/ January). If some modifying 
influences are not present in your horoscope, then the indications are not very 
favorable. Although you will be endowed with attractive features and beautiful/ 
handsome looks, you might be endowed with a weak constitution - if you have 
been born in Krishna Paksha (dark fortnight). You may not receive financial 
assistance from your parents; yet you may become a reckless spendthrift. In 
addition, you might be secretive by nature, and keep your thoughts and decisions 
to yourself - for which reason you might be able to deliver shocking blows to your 
adversaries. On the bright side, you will be religious-minded, fond of studying 
sacred classics, and treat learned persons and pious people with due respect. 

Results of Birth in 'Masa'(Month):

You have been born in Hemanta Ritu (or Late Autumn Season). If some 
counteracting influences are not present in your chart, then the indications are 
favorable. You will be a highly intelligent, thoughtful, wise, and prudent person. You 
will be a liberal-minded person with generous instincts, and will always remain 
engaged in doing righteous deeds. Your religious inclination will be profound, and 
you may earn your living by being as a senior Adviser or a Consultant. You will be  
awell-behaved person and courteous disposition - for which people will treat you 
with due respect. 

Results of Birth in 'Ritu'(Seasons):

You have been born in Sun's Dakshinayana (or Yamyayana). If some modifying 
influences are not present in your horoscope, then the indications are not 
favorable. You might be endowed with a somewhat proud and haughty nature, or 
intolerant disposition. Conditions will be improved for the better if some favorable 
'Ravi-yogas' are present in your chart (Subha-Kartari, Ubhayachari, Vesi, Vosi, 
etc). But if Sun is under Papa-Kartari Yoga, or has natural malefic planets in the 
next 'occupied' sign, then you might be hard-hearted or even deceitful; you might 
earn your living through agriculture and/ or cattle rearing; alternately, you may 
remain engaged in doing some such jobs - where the remuneration is not at all in 
consonance with the amount of efforts expended. 

Results of Birth in Soura 'Ayan':

You have been born in Jovian year (Samvatsar) Pramadi. The results of birth in  
theJovian year (Samvatsar) 'Pramadi' is as described hereunder: If some  
favorableyogas are not present in your horoscope, and/ or some strong  
modifyinginfluences are also not present, then you are likely to experience some 
adverse results. You may not be very intelligent or wise, and may not be skillful 
enough to earn a good living. Yet you may have a vainglorious nature and overly 
proud disposition, and might even be avaricious, greedy, villainous, or wicked. You 
may be thoughtless and quarrelsome, opposed to many, and find special pleasure 
in doing reprehensible and evil deeds. 

Results of birth in Barahaspatya 'Samvatsara'(60 Jovian Years):

General Predictions from Various Astrological Constants
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You have been born on 'Navami' (or the 9th) tithi. If a natural benefic planet is 
conjoined with Moon or aspects it, then the results will be favorable. You will be 
closely drawn to your father, and treat the teachers and preceptors with great 
reverence; but you may be somewhat indifferent by nature - for which some of 
your own people might oppose you, or try to take advantage from you. Your 
religious inclination will be profound, and your sense justice and propriety will be 
highly commendable. But if a natural malefic planet afflicts Moon by conjunction or 
aspect, then you may have a lashing tongue and depraved nature; even your own 

Results of Birth in Tithi :

As per Surya-siddhanta, you have been born in Soubhagya yoga. This yoga 
belongs to favorable category. By virtue of being born under this yoga, you will be 
highly fortunate in many respects. You will be a learned and wise person of  
virtuousdisposition, and always stick to the path of righteousness. People will hold 
you in high esteem for your conduct, discretion, prudence, and farsightedness; 
they may seek your expert advise in respect of important matters that concern 
them. 

Results of Birth in Surya-Sidhanta Yoga :

You have been born during night time. If some modifying influences are not  
presentin your horoscope, then You might be somewhat lethargic, and fond of 
sleeping during daytime. You may be somewhat secretive, and may wish to keep 
some of your desires or intentions latent. Besides, you may be a bit lustful - for 
which you might be subdued by your spouse. However, if a planet is situated in 
your Ascendant or aspects it, then you will be active, energetic, optimistic, and 
beaming with enthusiasm. 

Results of Birth in Day or Night :

You have been born on a Tuesday. As the lord of the weekday, Mars acquires 
special importance in your chart; its results - according to its occupied 
house-position - will become more important. Other indications in general are 
favorable. You will be a passionate person with a burning zeal - more apt to be 
forceful and commit even some rash acts with sudden spurt of energy. You may 
tend to speak in an ironical manner, and be fond of strife and conquest. You may 
earn your living from metals, land, real estate, or some active services like 
defense, police, firefighting, etc. 

Results of Birth in Weekday :

from disease. You may be endowed with restless nature and inconstant 
disposition. You might be branded as a mischievous- and/ or quarrelsome-  
person.By nature you might be quite sentimental; without viewing things in their 
proper perspective, you may tend to exaggerate trifles. Besides, you may have a 
lustful nature and remain subservient to your spouse.

As the great benefic planet Jupiter is conjoined with the Moon in your chart (or 
aspects it), you will possess mental composure and evenness of temper. You will 
be an open-minded person with frank nature, optimistic outlook, and philanthropic 
disposition. Financially you will be fairly well off, and the circle of your friends and 
acquaintances will be quite large. You will always be in a position to decide for 
yourself, and the people in your circle may seek your valuable opinion or advice on 
some important matters that concern them. 
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In your horoscope, Moon is situated in Hasta Nakshatra. As Moon is situated in its 
own nakshatra, you will be fortunate in many respects. You will be a person of 
active habits, sensitive nature, and thoughtful disposition. You will be highly 
intelligent and well educated; besides, you will have deep interest in studying  
sacredancient classics; alternately, you may gain some proficiency in some branch 
of fine arts. You will be endowed with a fertile imagination and lofty ideas. You  
mayshine forth as an author, editor, contributor, critic, etc. Your profession may 
have some connection with municipality, water works, merchant navy, 
import-export, etc; your earnings will be excellent. 

Results of birth in Nakshatra :

You have been born in 'Garija' Karana. It is the fifth Karana of the 'Chara'  
category.You will be endowed with good health and sound physique, beautiful/ 
handsome appearance, and pleasing manners. You will be intelligent and wise, 
liberal-minded, honorable, and beneficially disposed to others. You will be clever, 
but will be judicious as well; you will be able to have all your enemies fully subdued 
- but you will do so without resorting to cliques, coteries, or underhand actions. 
The keys to your success will be patience, perseverance, discretion, and timely 
action. You will be able to make your own headway, and surpass many of your 
contemporaries in the long run. 

Results of Birth in Karana :
people may censure you for bad conduct. 
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As the 8th-lord is well placed in your horoscope, you are financially well-off; 
besides, you are very much likely to secure a lucrative position, and will be well 
placed in service - your job may have some connection with insurance, provident 
fund, revenue collection, etc lines. Alternately, you would receive financial benefits 
from your marriage-relations or from business-partners; alternately, you may 
receive big sums as loan from some major financial institutions for setting up a 
new venture of your 

Applicable Dhana Yogas in Kundali(Chart) :

In your horoscope, the 4th-lord is debilitated, or situated in an enemy's sign, or is 
associated with a natural malefic planet, or occupies an evil shashtiamsha. This 
combination is quite unfavorable, termed as Bandhubhistyakta Yoga. If some 
strong modifying influences are not present in your horoscope, then owing to the 
presence of this combination, you might be deserted by your relatives and friends 
sometime during your life - even if it is for a little or no real fault of your own.

In your horoscope, the 5th-lord is not strong - for not being in exaltation, or in 
own-sign, or in own-nakshatra. Besides, it is situated in an angular (kendra) or a 
trinal (trikona) house. This typical combination is termed as Eka-Putra Yoga. If 
some strong modifying influences are not present in your horoscope, then you 
might be blessed with a single child only - which is very much likely to be a son.

In your horoscope, the 2nd-lord is conjoined with the 4th-lord or is aspected by it, 
while none of these two planets are combust or eclipsed. This is a favorable 
combination, known as Matri-Moolat Dhana Yoga. Owing to the presence of this 
combination, you will have financial gains from your mother.

You are a male person. In your horoscope, Jupiter and Venus are conjoined 
together in the 5th-house. There is no natural malefic planet situated in the 
5th-house or aspecting it. This is a favorable combination; it is termed as 
ApatyaSukhaYoga. Owing to presence of this combination, you will be specially 
fortunate in respect of having worthy children - who will be a source of pride and 
joy to your family for ever.

In your horoscope, the natural significator for marriage (Venus) is not retrograde, 
or combust or eclipsed. Besides, it is conjoined with- or aspected by- the best of 
natural benefic planets (Jupiter). This is a favorable combination, termed as 
SatKalatra Yoga. By virtue of the presence of this yoga in your horoscope, you will 
be really very fortunate in respect of having a spouse - who will hail from a noble 
family, and be an embodiment of virtues and qualities.

In your horoscope, the 2nd-lord is conjoined with a natural benefic planet, and it is 
situated in an angular (kendra) or trinal (trikona) position. This overall combination 
is very favorable, termed as Yukti-Samanwita Vagmi Yoga. You will be endowed 
with the gift of eloquence and will become well known for your irrefutable logic and 
oratory skills. You are very much likely to shine in assemblies and win laurels. 

Important Yogas Applicable in Kundali(Chart) :

Planetary Combinations (Yoga) Applicable in Kundali (Chart)
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As a planet (excepting Moon) is present in the 2nd from the position of Sun and 
such a planet is also situated in the 12th from Sun, it gives rise to a planetary 

Applicable Ravi Yogas in Kundali(Chart) :

In your horoscope, Sun and Rahu are situated in your 4th house - while none of 
them is either exalted or situated in own house. This is an unfavorable  
combination- termed as Arishta Yoga. Your father might have had some suffering 
sometime around the time of your birth, and his health and well-being might be of 
some concern to your family-members. If some strong modifying influences are 
not present in your horoscope, then your father's thinking might become 
somewhat confused during sometime in his life. 

Applicable Arishta Yogas in Kundali(Chart) :

A Nabhasha Yoga combination known as Damini Yoga is present in your 
horoscope. This is a praised planetary combination. You will be very affluent, have 
a thoroughly gentle nature, be endowed with fortitude, and will be very learned. 
You will possess generous instincts, and always have compassion for others. You 
will be kind to animals, and may even serve them in some way. You will perform 
traditional religious rites, enjoy a peaceful and happy married life, and have worthy 
and dutiful children. Your name and fame will be widespread. 

Applicable Nabhasha Yogas in Kundali(Chart) :

As in your horoscope a dire malefic planet is situated in your 8th house - which is 
not influenced by a benefic planet, although you will be fairly well-off, you should 
remain very careful and cautious, and not take too many chances unnecessarily; 
you may have to face an untoward happening of serious sort; it is also appears 
possible that you may inflict grievous injuries to some other person/s - for which 
you might be hauled up and even be punished. 

Applicable Vitta Hani Yogas in Kundali(Chart) :

own.

A highly auspicious combination is present in your horoscope. By dint of your own 
directed endeavors and by virtue of your sheer strength of will, you are destined  
togo far ahead of your contemporaries. All your ambitions will be realized, and all 
your cherished desires fulfilled. People around you will regard you as an exemplary 
person, and a source of inspiration. You will lead a prosperous and happy life with 
your spouse, children, relatives, and friends.

As in your horoscope, the Ascendant-lord conjoined with Jupiter - which is 
occupying a favorable position, an auspicious Dhana Yoga has been formed. You 
will be fortunate in respect of money-matters, have excellent earnings, and surely 
become very rich.

In your horoscope, the 4th-lord is associated with the 2nd-lord (or aspects it) - 
whereas neither of the two lords bears any affliction. You will be fortunate in 
respect of your mother, and inherit riches and wealth through her. You will also 
have gains from your relatives, and may also have gains from agriculture.

As your 11th house coincides with a watery sign, you may have good gains in or 
from the places situated in the northern direction from your native/ birth place. 
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combination known as Ubhayachari Yoga. Besides, as both of these two planets 
are natural benefic planets, the combination becomes very auspicious as Sun is 
under Subha-Kartari Yoga in your horoscope. The overall combination is termed as 
Ubhayachari-SubhaKartari Yoga. As the yoga is indicative of many favorable  
resultsand auspicious happenings, you have been born in a wealthy family, and are 
sure to rise to prominence at a fairly early age-period in your life. You will receive 
benefits from government sources, enjoy all kinds of pleasures and comforts of 
life, and your name and fame will be widespread. 
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GemStone For Ascendant-Lord

Your Ascendant-lord is Mercury. Since it is not debilitated and is neither placed in a 
trika-house, nor situated in a 'maraka' house, you can wear a gemstone for the 
planet Mercury.

5 or 7 Rattis of Emerald (Panna) is to be taken in a ring made of gold. This is to be 
worn on right-hand small-finger or middle-finger on a Wednesday. If you cannot 
afford to procure Emerald, then you may go for any of it's substitute which are : 
Aquamarine, Peridot, Beryl and Green Tourmaline.

While wearing this gemstone, you should chant any of the following mantras :

Vyasadev's Vedic Mantra is :

Priyanguli Kalikashyamam Rupenaapratimam Buddham,
Sumyam Soumyagunoupetam tam Buddham Pranamyaham.

Graha Mantra is : 

'Om Bram Brim Braum Sah Buddhave Namah'.

Beeja Mantra is :

'Om Boom Brim Buddhave Namah'.

GemStone For 9th-Lord

Since your 9th-lord is the lord of a maraka house, wearing a gem-stone for the 
9th-lord will not be advisable for you.

GemStone For Yoga-Karaka Planet

There is no natural yoga-karaka planet for your Ascendant.

GemStone For Temporal Yoga-Karaka Planet

The planet Saturn is the temporal yoga-karaka in your chart.Since it is not exalted 
or debilitated or situated in own house, you can wear a gemstone for the planet 
Saturn.

5 or 7 Rattis of Blue Sapphire (Neelam) is to be taken in a ring made of gold. This 
is to be worn on right-hand middle-finger on a Saturday. If you cannot afford to 
procure Blue Sapphire, then you may go for any of it's substitute which are : 

Gems & Rudraksha for Planets
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Amethyst and Lapis Lazuli.

While wearing this gemstone, you should chant any of the following mantras :

Vyasadev's Vedic Mantra is :

Neelanjanasambhutam Raviputram Yamagrajam,
Chhayamartandasambhutam tam Namami Shanaishcharam.

Graha Mantra is : 

'Om Pram Prim Proum Sah Sanischaraya Namah'.

Beeja Mantra is :

'Sam Sanischaraya Namah'.
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As you had been born in Navami Tithi, 9-faced Rudraksha is being recommended 
for you.

The presiding deity of this Rudraksha is Shakti. It is worn during Nava-ratra (during 
Dusshera or Durga Puja). To the wearer, it confers energy and power - which  
leadsto wealth, and success in all endeavors.

While wearing the Rudraksha, you should chant any of the following Mantras :
Mantra For Rudraksha : 

'Om Hrim Hum Namah.'

Panchakshari Mantra For Rudraksha : 

'Om Hrim Vym Rum Lam.'

Alternate recommendation for Rudraksha :

Since your Moon's nakshatra-lord is Moon, 2-faced Rudraksha will also be suitable 
for you.

Some Tests for checking the genuineness of the Rudrakshas:

(a) Floatation test: When a genuine Rudraksha seed is gently placed on water, it 
will sink; but if a fake one is placed on water, it will always float.

(b) Copper Test: A genuine Rudraksha* is very hot, and has electromagnetic 
attraction with Copper. If beads are held with a string over a small round thin piece 
of Copper metal sheet (like a piece of Copper coin of old days), they tend to show 
a slow gradual rotational movement. If the rotation is observed to be in clockwise 
direction, then it is considered auspicious; otherwise, it is to be rejected – as it 
might be defective.

(* N.B.: Bhadraksha is similar to the Rudraksha - but it is of milder color and much 
less heat. It is suitable for old people and also for persons having weak 
constitution.)

(c) Milk test: If an authentic Rudraksha seed is kept in a cup of milk for a day, the 
milk will not get spoilt. But if it is a fake one, the milk is to become spoilt.

N.B.: Since a genuine Rudraksha is hot, if you are an aged person or physically 
have a weak constitution, then instead of Rudraksha, you should better wear a 
Bhadraksha.

Bhadraksha is like the Rudraksha, but of milder color and much less heat. It  
confersdivine blessings of Gouri-Shankara. It is excellent for good health and 
smooth-running comfortable life with family and 

Recommendation for Suitable Rudraksha
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friends.

Mantra for Bhadraksha: 'Om Gouri-Shankaraya Namah.'

Subha Mantra for Bhadraksha:
'Sarva Mangala Mangalye Shive Sarvartha Sadhike,
Saranye Trymbake Gouri Narayani Namaustute.'
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If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then this 
is not a favorable period. You are likely to face many problems, and your mind 
might be filled with unfounded fear, and worries or anxieties. If you remain  
engagedin academic or intellectual pursuits, then your progress might be hindered. 
If you are in service, then you may gradually become quite adamant - for which 
you may earn the displeasure of your superiors, and suffer the consequences. If 
you are in business, then with your queer utterances or aberrational behavior, you 

Ketu AntarDasha (13:09:1976--14:04:1977)

This will be an enjoyable period. You mind will remain free, intellect will become 
keener, conceptions will become clearer, and imagination very fertile. You will 
become more intellectually inclined, and be in a position to implement what you 
would visualize. If you remain engaged in academic or intellectual pursuits, then 
you are sure to come out in flying colors with some special accomplishment. You 
will remain free from all discords and disputes, and will find pleasure in company of 
spouse and children, or lover and friends. Your name and fame will be widespread, 
and social popularity will increase. You may have some journeys to short-distance 
places, and participate in picnics and excursions. If you are in service, then you will 
receive favors and benefits from superiors and authorities, and your earnings will 
be fairly increased. If you are in business, then you will have it running very briskly, 
and may adopt some effective measures for its expansion or diversification to a 
prospective new field. Your domestic life will be very peaceful and happy. If  
Mercurybears some affliction, then your mother may not remain in good health. If 
both the planets are under affliction, then you might run the risk of temporarily 
losing lose your sense of propriety, and tend to startle people by putting forward 
queer fallacies and uncommon nonsense - having coating them with elegant 
words. 

Mercury AntarDasha (14:04:1975--13:09:1976)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then the 
period will be tolerably good. Otherwise, this is not at all a good period, and you 
should remain very careful and cautious; you should watch your words, and must 
think twice before taking any major step. You should curb your over-optimism -  
asthe period forebodes gloom, despair, frustration, delays, disappointments, etc 
and per force propagates restrictive influences. You may suffer from mental pain 
and agony for being separated from someone you love dearly - be it your spouse 
or lover or a relative or a friend. The circumstantial developments in your sphere  
ofprofession may increasingly become discouraging, and you may find great 
difficulty to cope with. You may incur some losses, and fail to fulfill some of your 
commitments. The state of your health may worsen; the state of health of your 
mother might also keep you in worried state. If both Moon and Saturn bear some 
affliction in your horoscope, then you may even become a victim of dishonor or 
disgrace in public. If your Ascendant is Cancer, then it will be a combined period of 
the Ascendant-lord and the 8th-lord - for which you may face some acute 
problems, and chance of facing an accidental mishap or untoward happening 
cannot be ruled out. 

Saturn AntarDasha (18:12:1973--14:04:1975)

Moon Dasha (18:12:1973--14:06:1979)

Prediction of Vimshottari Dasha
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If Mars is in exaltation, or situated in own sign or own constellation, or attains 
directional strength ('dik-bala') by remaining in the 10th from your Ascendant,  
thenthe period will be highly prosperous for you. You will rise to a very powerful 

Mars AntarDasha (14:06:1979--10:11:1979)

Mars Dasha (14:06:1979--14:06:1986)

If at least one of the planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then this may 
not be a good period. Your state of health may become very delicate; you should 
therefore take due care of your health; you may suffer from fever, biliousness and 
eye-disease - this will be more so if Moon happens to be 'combust'. If Sun is well 
placed in your horoscope, you will be successful in all your efforts, and will receive 
benefits from government sources. If Moon is well placed in your horoscope, the 
time-period will be fairly good for you, and you will develop cordial relationship  
witha number of persons from various walks of life - from whom you will derive 
some direct favors and many indirect benefits. But if Sun bears affliction from one 
or more natural malefic planet(s), then you may face disappointments, and run  
therisk of losing your reputation and honor. If Moon is under affliction from one or 
more natural malefic planet(s), then you may feel very depressed quite often. If 
your Ascendant is Aquarius, then your enemies might create troubles for you. If 
your Ascendant is Capricorn, then your spouse and in-laws may cause you some 
distress. If your Ascendant is Leo, then you may have to meet with heavy medical 
expenses or a large chunk of your accumulation could be wastefully expended. 

Sun AntarDasha (13:12:1978--14:06:1979)

This will be a real good and very enjoyable period - it will be more so if these two 
planets are conjoined in sign Taurus. If Venus is situated in an angular (kendra) 
position - as reckoned from Moon, then also the period will be very joyful, and 
bright with happiness. You will be free from sickness, and will enjoy pleasant 
company of the members of the opposite gender. If relevant for your age-period, 
then you may fall in love with someone, and may even tie the knot. Your interest 
in poetry and music will considerably increase, and you may purchase a set of 
costly audio-visual equipment. If you remain engaged in some artistic pursuits, 
then you will have excellent progress. You may have an auspicious celebration in 
your family, and become the center of attraction in many social get-togethers. In 
connection with your profession, and also for sightseeing purpose, you may 
undertake some journeys to distant places. While away from home, you should 
however remain very careful, as there are some chances of losing money or a 
valuable item due to theft or pilfering. If your Ascendant is Libra, then as it is the 
combined period of the Ascendant-lord and the 10th-lord, you are sure to rise to  
avery respectable position. 

Venus AntarDasha (14:04:1977--13:12:1978)

might tend to antagonize people, and thereby invite public criticism. Your 
reputation, credibility and honor - all could be at stake. The condition of your  
healthmight also be deteriorated, as you may suffer from high fever, coetaneous 
eruptions, glandular swellings or eye-disease. If Ketu bears serious affliction from 
one or more natural malefic planet(s), then you may run the risk of receiving 
electric shock or sustaining burns-injury. However, if Ketu is situated in the sign of 
or constellation of either Jupiter or Venus, then the intensity of the possible 
problems will become considerably reduced. 
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If Jupiter is in exaltation or situated in own sign or constellation, then the whole 
period will be consistently favorable and only beneficial results can be expected. 
You will have major improvements in many respects, and your accumulations and 
acquisitions will substantially increase; you are also likely to purchase a new piece 
of property. This will be more so if your Ascendant is Scorpio or Pisces. Otherwise, 
the second half will be better than the first half in comparison. In the first half, you 
may get into some difficulties with your superiors or employer, and some jealous 
people may create enough of troubles for you; it may become more so if Jupiter 
and Mars are in mutual 'opposition' aspect in your horoscope. In the second half, 
you may get a bright opportunity, and look forward to receiving favors and 
benefits from persons in authority and power. If Jupiter is situated in sign Aquarius, 
then there are chances that you may suffer from high blood pressure. If Jupiter 
bears serious affliction from one or more natural malefic planet(s), then in 
connection with house or property also, you may get into serious disputes with 
your landlord or tenant - who might seek prompt assistance from mercenary 
outlaws; you may need to draw the attention of police, and even have to consult 

Jupiter AntarDasha (28:11:1980--04:11:1981)

If at least one of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, then the 
period could be tolerably good. Otherwise, definitely this is not a good period at all. 
You may frequently suffer from acute headache, and at times from fever; you  
mayalso suffer from skin disease caused by exposure to some poisonous 
chemicals, petrochemicals or acids. The most important thing you must bear in 
your mind is that you should and must stay far away from people of questionable 
character or suspicious background; otherwise, you might get entangled into very 
serious complications, and might run the risk of being thrown out of the normal 
social tracks. You should also totally avoid money-lending and speculative 
investments altogether - otherwise you might be on the verge of being ruined. If 
Mars bears affliction from one or more natural malefic planet(s), then you may 
even acquire some addictive bad habits. If Rahu bears affliction from one or more 
natural malefic planet(s), then you may suffer from scrofulous disease or 
coetaneous affection. If both the two planets are under affliction, then the less  
saidabout will be preferred - in respect of possible results to expect. 

Rahu AntarDasha (10:11:1979--28:11:1980)

and influential position, and your earnings will surely receive a big boost; you will 
amass wealth, and acquire new properties. If Mars is conjoined with Moon, then 
also the period will be very good for having material gains. Otherwise, this is not a 
very good period. You may get into difficulties with your superiors or employer, 
and remain in anxious state for understandable reasons. Some jealous people  
maycreate troubles for you, friends may lose sympathy, and even strangers may 
cause some problems to you - for reasons best known to them. If Mars bears the 
influence of a natural benefic planet, then you will ultimately come out unscathed.  
IfMars is situated in the 6th, then you will be successful in a contest or competitive 
examination. But if Mars bears affliction from one or more natural malefic 
planet(s), then you may receive hurts or injuries due to a minor accidental mishap 
or physical violence; alternately, you may get into some problems with the 
outlaws or the police - it will be more so if Mars is situated in the 8th. If Mars is 
situated in sign Aquarius, then you may have chances of suffering from high 
blood-pressure. 
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This is a combined period of two violent fiery planets; while one governs fire, the 
other indicates fumes. As such, if at least one of the two planets is well placed in 
the horoscope, the period may and can produce some typical problems for you. 
Therefore, it can reasonably considered to be a quite unfavorable period, and you 
must remain on red alert throughout. Quarrels may break out in your family, and 
your own kindred may become quite inimically disposed towards you. Your 
enemies may increase in number, and female persons in particular may appear to 
lose sympathy for you. You may remain in perpetual tension, and tend to lose  
yourtemper quite often. If Mars is well placed in your horoscope, then you may 
have gains from road-transport, construction, real estate, chemicals, acids, 
electricity boards, etc. But if Mars bears affliction from one or more natural malefic 

Ketu AntarDasha (10:12:1983--08:05:1984)

This is likely to be a favorable period in certain respects. If you are going to appear 
in an examination, participating in a competition or competitive examination, or 
facing any interview, you are sure to come out in flying colors. If you remain 
engaged in academic or intellectual pursuits, you will make exceptional progress - 
this will be more so if you are studying science, technology, or engineering. If Mars 
and Mercury are in mutual 'opposition' aspect, then you may develop a flair for 
logical deductions, and become interested to study Law. If you are actively 
involved in games and sports, then also you will have very good progress. Your 
earnings will be improved considerably, and you may have some costly new 
acquisitions. You will form cordial relationship with many new people, and your 
social popularity will increase. However, if Mercury is under affliction from one or 
more natural malefic planet(s) in your horoscope, then you may develop a 
vainglorious disposition and argumentative nature. Besides, you may receive hurts 
or abrasions caused by large stray quadrupeds; alternately, you might be badly 
affected by biting of poisonous stinging insects. 

Mercury AntarDasha (13:12:1982--10:12:1983)

If at least one of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, then you  
mayhave a very busy period ahead; you will be bustling with vigor and remain 
engaged in constructive activities. If your Ascendant is Aries, then it being the 
combined period of the Ascendant-lord and the 10th-lord, you are sure to rise to  
aprestigious position, receive due acclaim, and honors will also be bestowed on 
you. Otherwise, as this period comes under the combined influence of two 
mutually antagonistic dire malefic planets, you must remain very careful and 
cautious, and keep your fingers crossed. If some counteracting combinations are 
not present in your horoscope, then this is very much likely to be a highly 
problematic period. You may have quarrels and disputes, and may even get 
entangled in a long-drawn lawsuit. This might be more so if Mars and Saturn are in 
mutual 'opposition' aspect or involved in mutual 'square' (4th-10th) aspect. You 
may face a series of problems in your workplace, and your enemies might create 
serious troubles for you. You may remain in constant fear or in a very anxious 
state. If you are in service, you may run the risk of losing your position and  
status.Your domestic life also may not be at all peaceful or happy. If you are in 
business, you may suddenly incur a big loss, and might be on the verge of slipping 
out of the track. 

Saturn AntarDasha (04:11:1981--13:12:1982)

a criminal lawyer. 
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This will be a very gainful and enjoyable period - it will be more so if Moon and  
Marsare conjoined together, and neither of the two planets is 'combust'. You may 
acquire a new property and purchase some valuable items - which will enhance 
your lifestyle. You may spend a big sum for renovation of your house, and also for 
interior decoration. Your social status and mental satisfaction will considerably 
increase. During the closing of the period, however, your income may shrink;  
thereare also chances that you may lose a good sum in unwise investments. If 
Mars is under affliction from one or more natural malefic planet(s) in your 
horoscope, then you may have serious disputes with some people in connection 

Moon AntarDasha (13:11:1985--14:06:1986)

Although this happens to be the combined period of two fiery planets, yet it may 
not prove to be very bad as these two planets are mutually very friendly to each 
other by nature; while Sun symbolizes authority, Mars signifies power. As such, 
their combined period can give very beneficial results in certain respects. You will 
come in contact with persons of authority and power, and derive many benefits 
either directly from them, or indirectly through their association. This will be more 
so if at least one of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope. However, 
in respect of health, the indications are not very favorable. You may not feel well 
due to excessive heat generation in the body, suffer from high fever or 
inflammatory disease. Your spouse also may not remain in good heath, and might 
frequently become angry or turn argumentative. If Mars bears some affliction in 
your horoscope, then your enemies may increase in number, and people in 
authority and power may not be favorably disposed towards you. If Sun bears 
some affliction in your horoscope, then you may become a victim of the wrath of 
your superiors or authorities, or incur some losses owing to outbreak of fire. 

Sun AntarDasha (08:07:1985--13:11:1985)

This will be very enjoyable period. You will be in cheerful mood and have joyous 
disposition. The circle of your friends and acquaintances will be widened. You will  
bevery much fond of company of the members of the opposite gender and, if you 
are not married till yet, you may fall in love with someone. You will enjoy 
festivities, get-togethers and traveling. All these will be more so if Venus is in 
exaltation or situated in own-house or in own constellation - while it is neither 
'combust', nor afflicted by Saturn either by conjunction or aspect; and will be less 
so if Venus is 'combust', or afflicted by Saturn either by conjunction or aspect. If 
Jupiter influences either Mars or Venus - either by conjunction or aspect - then  
youcan look forward to having all-round prosperity. If Venus is under affliction  
fromone or more natural malefic planet(s) in your horoscope, then you may  
sufferfrom boils, sloughing, or skin eruptions. If Mars and Venus both are  
conjoinedtogether, and both of them are situated in the sign of and constellation  
ofnatural malefic planets only, then you should remain very careful and try to 
safeguard yourself - as in such case you may get yourself plunged into an 
illegitimate relationship - which may tarnish your own image, and even ruin the 
established reputation of your family. 

Venus AntarDasha (08:05:1984--08:07:1985)

planet(s) in your horoscope, then you may have some fear from electricity or fire. 
If Ketu is under affliction from one or more malefic planet(s) in your horoscope, 
then you may become sick due to intake of wrong medicines or poisonous 
substances inadvertently. 
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If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 

Jupiter AntarDasha (24:02:1989--20:07:1991)

If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

If Rahu is not situated in sign Taurus, or Virgo, or Aquarius, and is also not placed  
inits own constellation, then this period might prove to be somewhat problematic 
for you. Your spouse may not remain in good health, and frequent quarrels may 
break out in your family and also at your workplace. You might be separated from 
someone very dear owing to circumstantial developments, and face sudden 
removal or dislocation due to adverse change of circumstances. Your health may 
also become frail, and you may suffer from some ailments - which might be 
difficult to diagnose. Some dishonest people may try to tarnish your image by 
hurling false allegations of malpractices, or may try to deceive you outright by 
some cunning manipulative designs. You might become considerably baffled, and 
find it difficult to decide what to do. However, if Rahu is under the influence of 
natural benefic planets, then you will surely come out unscathed by punching holes 
in the defense of your adversaries. If Rahu is under affliction from a dire malefic 
planet, then you may suffer due to intake of wrong medicine or poisonous 
substance inadvertently; also, some of your closely guarded secrets may become 
incidentally unearthed, and made known to public - for which you may run the risk 
of losing your face. 

Rahu AntarDasha (14:06:1986--24:02:1989)

Rahu Dasha (14:06:1986--13:06:2004)

with property-matters; a group of people - who are enjoying the support and 
backing of some powerful and influential persons - may collectively try to grab a 
large chunk of your property. If Moon is under affliction from one or more malefic 
planet(s) in your horoscope, then you may have quarrels with mean people of low 
socio-economic strata for some silly reason. But if both of these two planets are 
under affliction, then you may run on the brink of turning berserk. 
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If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

As happens to be the combined period of two dire malefic planets, if at least one  
ofthem is not well placed in the horoscope, the period is likely to prove to be quite 
problematic. You might get entangled into quarrels and disputes; your enemies 
might increase in number, and they would try to create many problems for you. 
Your state of health might also deteriorate - as you may suffer from biliousness, 
rheumatism, etc. Your expenses might tend to exceed your income, and you may 
find fulfilling of commitments becoming increasingly difficult. All these might add to 
your confusion, and you may remain in perpetual tension. If any of these two 
planets is situated in the 8th-house, then the condition of health of your spouse 
may keep you in worried state; but if any of these two planets are situated in the 
7th-house, then you will have advancement in profession; you may derive  
benefitsby getting into partnership or collaboration with a person hailing from a 

Saturn AntarDasha (20:07:1991--26:05:1994)

(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

This will be a very enjoyable period. You will remain in good health, and totally free 
from worry and anxiety. You will be successful in all your efforts, and will receive 
direct favors and indirect benefits from your superiors, authorities, and also from 
government sources. Some of your long-cherished desires will be fulfilled, and a 
few ambitions realized. Your earnings will receive a big boost, your accumulations 
will increase, and you may have some new acquisitions - which will enhance your 
life-style. The circle of your friends and acquaintances will be widened. If relevant 
for the age-period you are running, then you may fall in love with someone, and 
may even tie the knot; if you have been married and expecting a child, then the 
legendary stork is on its way to deliver something priceless to you. Otherwise  
also,there could be an increase to your family by birth or marriage. You may have 
a family reunion, or you may have an auspicious celebration in your family. Your 
domestic life will be peaceful, and brimming with happiness. 
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If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

If Ketu is not situated in sign Scorpio, or in its own star, then this period can prove 

Ketu AntarDasha (13:12:1996--31:12:1997)

If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

During the first two-third of this period, you will remain very busy with academic  
orintellectual pursuits, or in business activities. If Rahu and Mercury are situated in 
mutually angular (kendra) houses, then you can look forward to gaining some 
academic distinction. You will remain in good health, and the goings-on will be 
pretty smooth. You will appear to be very seriously inclined, and will have gains 
from many sources. You may have access to other people's money, and if you  
areinterested to secure loan from financial institutions for investment purposes, 
then you will have it sanctioned to you. If any of these two planets is situated in 
the 5th-house, then you may fall in love with someone, but you may later  
becomedisappointed or frustrated. During the closing one-third period, you may 
remain in a quite anxious state, and feel very unhappy; you may lose sympathy of 
your friends, and develop some enmity with most of your colleagues, friends and 
acquaintances - due to your apparently haughty nature and seemingly arrogant 
behavior. 

Mercury AntarDasha (26:05:1994--13:12:1996)

different community, religion, or even country. 
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If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 

Sun AntarDasha (31:12:2000--25:11:2001)

If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

This will be a very enjoyable period for you - as you will have the dawn of 
prosperity; dame fortune will be smiling on you. You will receive direct favors and 
indirect benefits from your superiors and the authorities; you are also likely to 
special favors from a person of aristocratic background - possibly from a wealthy 
lady. People in general will be openly helpful to you, and render all sorts of 
assistance you may ever need or seek. You may form friendly alliances with new 
acquaintances - from which you will derive much of benefits. Your accumulation of 
wealth and acquisition of luxury items will increase - which will increase your 
satisfaction, and improve your lifestyle. However, you should remain alert, and 
cautious as well - as there are chances that some jealous people may try to 
practice deceit on you. Your spouse or some other member of the opposite 
gender will be a source of special happiness to you. If relevant for your  
age-period,then you may fall in love with someone, or even tie the knot with a 
beautiful/ handsome person belonging to a relatively wealthier family. 

Venus AntarDasha (31:12:1997--31:12:2000)

to be very problematic. You may face unexpected problems owing to your  
spouse,and the condition of health of your children might keep you in worried 
state. You may somehow incur the wrath of your superiors or authorities, or may 
face some unexpected troubles from unforeseen quarters. Your state of heath 
might deteriorate, and you may have painful swellings on your body; there might 
also be some fear from venomous reptiles, poisonous insects, poisonous 
chemicals, or intake of wrong medicines. If Rahu and Ketu are involved in 
constellation-exchange, then you should remain extra careful - as the chance of 
facing an accidental mishap or untoward happening cannot be ruled out. You may 
also have major differences with your spouse, your in-laws may become openly 
hostile, or you may get entangled into a lawsuit with someone else. If both of  
Rahuand Ketu are under the influence of benefic planets, then you will be very 
fortunate to have an almost hair-breadth escape due to sheer luck or strange 
intervention. 
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If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then the 
combined period of the two planets might be quite problematic. If both of the 
planets are situated in sign Taurus, then they will be disposed to do good to you. 
But if none of these planets are situated in their exaltation, or in own-house, or in 
own constellation, then you might remain in pretty confused state, and may even 
remain in perpetual tension. The state of your health might become delicate, or 
otherwise unstable; you may also suffer from pains in the limbs - as there is also 

Moon AntarDasha (25:11:2001--26:05:2003)

Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, the 
combined period of the two mutually very antagonistic planets is likely to be 
problematic in many ways. If both of these planets are situated close together in 
the 10th-house or 8th-house or 5th-house, then you may even have a setback in 
profession, and your reputation and honor could be at stake - as you may  
becomea victim of scandal or disrepute. You may receive some benefits from 
persons occupying senior positions, but you should remain careful that they might 
bestow their generosity for fulfilling their personal objectives only - although they 
won't like to admit it; as such, the possibility of arising of misunderstandings in 
future will remain latent. Besides, you may have some problems in or on account 
of your family, fear and suspicion may arise owing to peculiar behavior of your 
spouse, children, or some other close relative. You may have a change of 
employment or transfer during the period; even having change of residence due to 
forced dislocation also appears quite possible. 
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You will have the dawn of prosperity, and dame fortune will be smiling on you with 
her bountiful abundance; you will remain secured under divine protection. People in 
general will become increasingly sympathetic, helpful, and beneficially disposed 
towards you. People governed by Jupiter - like priests, pious and religious persons, 
lawyers, teachers, persons engaged in financial institutions, etc - will render all 
possible assistance you may ever need or seek. This will be more so if Jupiter is 
well placed in your horoscope. In your sphere of profession you will have excellent 
progress, your rank and status will considerably improve, and your earnings will 
receive a big boost. Your domestic life will be full of happiness, as you will be 
endowed with plenty and abundance. You will remain in good health, and your 
children will make you feel very joyous and happy. Your credibility and honor will 

Jupiter AntarDasha (13:06:2004--01:08:2006)

Jupiter Dasha (13:06:2004--13:06:2020)

If Rahu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Rahu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Rahu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Rahu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Rahu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. If Rahu is conjoined 
with a natural benefic planet in the 11th house, or if it is conjoined with the 
11th-lord, then it may and can bring in a lot of wealth - which might have been 
acquired by resorting to some convenient - but questionable - means.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, the 
combined period of the two dire malefic planets is likely to prove to be 
troublesome in many ways. You may suddenly find yourself in the center of 
all-round chaos and total profusion, and become very perplexed for not being able 
to decide what to do. You may acquire the tendency of indulging in some lax or 
dissolute habits - which might bring in a series of minor problems. Owing to a silly 
reason, you may get entangled into disputes with some persons of ruffian type; 
you may also run the risk of having physical hurts owing to the malice of enemies. 
You may have to bear the burden of anxiety and mental stress. You may also run 
the risk of receiving injuries due to hurts, fire-burns, etc; besides, you may incur a 
big loss through theft or cheating. However, if at least either of these two planets 
are influenced by Jupiter or Venus - either by conjunction or aspect - then the 
situation will be considerably improved for the better. 

Mars AntarDasha (26:05:2003--13:06:2004)

some chance of receiving physical hurt or injury. You might become unhappy 
owing to separation from or loss of a near relative; besides, you may incur some 
wasteful expenditures or outright losses owing to the fault of your spouse or 
business partner. Besides, you might be forced to change your residence, even 
compelled to leave your native place due to some sudden and unexpected 
developments - on which you cannot have any control. 
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If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then you 
should remain very careful and cautious, as you are likely to face various troubles 
during the period - even from totally unexpected quarters; besides, the problems 
may drag on for some time, and their intensity might fluctuate intermittently. As 
far as possible, you should avoid the company of mean people of lower 
socio-economic strata, and people of foreign origin; otherwise, you might be 
destined to face a lot of problems, and incur monetary losses. The health of your 
spouse may keep you in worried state, or you may have quarrels with or 
separation from your business-partner; you may even have a setback in your 
profession, and may even have to leave your place of abode under circumstantial 

Ketu AntarDasha (20:05:2011--25:04:2012)

This will be a really good and enjoyable period. People in general will increasingly 
become favorably disposed to you, and you will receive direct favors and indirect 
benefits from many sources. If you remain engaged in academic or intellectual 
pursuits, then you are sure to come out in flying colors with an impressive 
qualification, or gain distinction for some extra-ordinary accomplishment. If you  
arein service, then you may secure an out-of-turn promotion; if you are in 
business, it will become very brisk. If you have been married and expecting a child, 
then the legendary stork is on its way with a priceless gift for you. Your interest in 
informal studies and some branch of fine arts will increase; you will also gather 
knowledge and information about the latest technological advancements - which 
would find useful applications in your sphere of profession. However, if your 
Ascendant falls in a 'chara' sign (Aries, Cancer, Libra, or Capricorn), then as it will 
be the combined period of the 6th-lord and the 12th-lord, during this period you 
might be troubled by some people, who are inimical to you - either openly or 
secretly; alternately, you may suffer from some disease, become bed-ridden, and 
even need hospitalization. 

Mercury AntarDasha (12:02:2009--20:05:2011)

If at least one of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, then as 
regards general progress, you will have a fairly good period ahead. Your wealth  
andacquisitions will increase. However, you may experience some  
health-problemslike painful swellings in the body, rheumatic pains, etc. You may 
experience some problems in your workplace, your earnings may shrink, and at 
times you may face difficulties for fulfilling your commitments. Besides, your 
spouse and business-partner may cause you some wasteful expenditures or 
losses; alternately, either of them may become a source of problem, and cause 
you anxiety and unhappiness. If at least one of these two planets is free from 
affliction in your horoscope, then you will enjoy mixed results, and the bad phase 
will pass over soon on its own. However, if your Ascendant is either Cancer or  
Leo,then as it happens to be the combined period of the 6th-lord and the 8th-lord, 
you must keep your fingers crossed, and remain very careful and cautious; 
otherwise, you might learn some hard lessons from someone very close to you - 
which would remain engraved in your memory for the rest of your life. 

Saturn AntarDasha (01:08:2006--12:02:2009)

also reach the crest. But if your Ascendant is either Taurus or Leo, then as Jupiter 
will be the dreaded 8th-lord too, you may also have to face some unexpected 
difficulties during the period; your state of health might deteriorate, and chances  
offacing an accidental mishap or untoward happening also cannot be ruled out. 
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This will be a really good and enjoyable period. It will be more so if at least one of 
these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, and Moon is in 'waxing' state  
inyour horoscope. All the virtuous deeds you have done and all the directed efforts 
you have expended in the recent past, will now come to the fore - fetching along 
with them the rewards in plenty and abundance, which are rightfully due to you. 
You will greatly prosper in your sphere of profession, and your earnings will be 
increased considerably; you may acquire a new property. Your domestic life will be 
very peaceful and happy; some female relative and your children will make you 
joyous and happy. Your religious inclination will become more profound, and you 

Moon AntarDasha (13:10:2015--12:02:2017)

If Jupiter is not 'combust', then this will be a really very enjoyable period, and you 
will be fortunate in many respects. It will be a highly beneficial time for reaping the 
harvest of the worthy deeds done in the recent past. You will come in close 
contact with some influential persons - from whom you will derive many benefits 
directly and indirectly. For your special abilities and accomplishments, you will 
receive due recognition; and due to benign influence of Jupiter people in general  
willbe very favorably disposed to you. You will be treated with due respect in the 
society, and your credibility and honor will reach the crest. If you have been 
married and expecting a child, then you can look forward to being blessed with a 
worthy child - who is very much likely to a boy. However, in respect of your  
healthyou may face some problems: the limb as denoted by the sign-position of 
Sun might be affected by some disease, and your physical strength might become 
temporarily somewhat diminished; the ailment will however be amenable to 
treatment, and you will recover pretty soon. But if Jupiter is 'combust', then you 
may suffer from eye-disease or some health-complaints. If your Ascendant is Leo, 
then as it is the combined period of the Ascendant-lord and the 8th-lord, you may 
suffer from health-complications, or face an accidental mishap or untoward 
development. 

Sun AntarDasha (25:12:2014--13:10:2015)

As this is the combined period of the two topmost natural benefic planets, you will 
have an exceedingly beneficial period ahead, and with confidence you can look 
forward to having only the very best of results. You will remain in good health, and 
your domestic life will be very peaceful and happy; you will remain in very cordial 
terms with your relatives and friends. You may have a family re-union, and also 
become the center of attraction in many social gatherings. In your sphere of 
profession, you will have exceptional progress, and your earnings will be swelled. 
You will live in comfort and style amidst ever-waxing prosperity. However, if your 
Ascendant is Aries or Scorpio, then as it will be the combined period of the  
2nd-lordand the 12th-lord - although during this period you will have excellent 
earnings - you may also have to meet with heavy expenditures - which might in a 
single sweep wipe away the accrued influx of wealth. If your circumstances 
command so, then it appears that during this period you may have an auspicious 
celebration in your family. But if your Ascendant is either Leo or Pisces, then as it 
will be a combined period of the 3rd-lord and 8th-lord - you may become 
vulnerable to suffer from some serious health-complications. 

Venus AntarDasha (25:04:2012--25:12:2014)

compulsion. Your relatives and friends may appear to be not at all helpful - they 
might tend to blame you endlessly, and even forsake you. 
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If Saturn is not well placed in the horoscope, then it is likely to be a very 
troublesome period. You may suffer from some disease, and your may acquire an 

Saturn AntarDasha (13:06:2020--17:06:2023)

Saturn Dasha (13:06:2020--14:06:2039)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, you 
should remain very careful and cautious, as you are likely to face various nagging 
troubles during the period - even from very unexpected quarters; these typical 
problems may drag on for some time, and their intensity might fluctuate 
intermittently. You should maintain a safe distance from the people of  
questionablecharacter and suspicious background; you must also not at all trust 
the strangers and new acquaintances; otherwise, you may have to face a lot of 
difficulties, and incur monetary losses. Obviously, this is not at all a good period, 
and you must understand that all that glitters are definitely not worth their value in 
gold. You should also resist temptations for speculative investments and  
gambling;in addition, you must remain aware of the fact that some people out 
there have always been trying to exploit the likes of you through practice of  
deceit.If at least one of these two planets bears some affliction in your horoscope, 
then you may have numerous minor quarrels with your relatives - who might 
create many troubles for you, and even cause some loss of wealth or damage to 
property as well. 

Rahu AntarDasha (19:01:2018--13:06:2020)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, you 
should remain very careful and cautious - as you may remain vulnerable to face 
many problems during the period - even from very unexpected quarters. You may 
suffer from annoyances and troubles of various kinds, incur losses through theft  
orbreach of trust, and may have separation from a dear relative or a friend -  
owingto circumstantial compulsions. Besides, your health may fail - as you are 
prone to suffer from inflammatory diseases affecting your circulation and 
elimination system. You also run the risk of getting entangled into serious disputes 
in connection with property-matters, and face much of difficulties not only for 
establishing your rights, but also for retaining your hold. You may find yourself 
losing people's support for no fault of your own; you may ultimately have to leave 
your residence or even native place - either by buckling under circumstantial 
pressure, or due to sheer frustration and deep disgust. If your Ascendant is either 
Scorpio or Sagittarius, then it will be a combined period of Ascendant-lord and the 
5th-lord; and if your Ascendant is either Aries or Pisces, then it will be a combined 
period of Ascendant-lord and the 9th-lord; in such cases, you can look forward to 
having some significant changes in your sphere of profession. 

Mars AntarDasha (12:02:2017--19:01:2018)

will regularly observe the traditional religious rites. If you are interested to go to a 
distance place or a foreign country for the purpose of receiving higher or 
professional education, then the time is very ripe for you. However, if your 
Ascendant is Gemini, then as it will be a combined period of the two 'maraka' 
planets - the 2nd-lord and the 7th-lord - you may suffer from some 
health-problems. But if your Ascendant is Sagittarius, then as it is a combined 
period of the Ascendant-lord and the 8th-lord, you may suffer from 
health-complications, or face an accidental mishap or untoward development. 
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This will be a fairly good period in certain respects. You will be able to overcome 
many impediments, and your enemies will be totally subdued. You will be able to 

Venus AntarDasha (05:04:2027--05:06:2030)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then you 
should remain very careful and cautious, as you are likely to face many difficulties 
during the period - even from very unexpected sources; besides, the problems 
may drag on for some time, and their intensity might fluctuate intermittently. You 
may face many contentions, and quarrels may break out in your family. Your 
children - particularly sons - may revolt against you, and you may find it very hard 
to pacify them. Your earnings may suddenly decrease, and you may not be able  
toget your legitimate dues in time. There are also possibilities that you may incur 
some losses, or you may find it hard to fulfill some of your commitments owing to 
blockage of funds. There could be accumulation of some toxic substances in your 
body parts - for which you may suffer from bilious complaints. You may suffer 
from rheumatism or painful swellings in your legs or ankles - particularly in your 
right leg or ankle. 

Ketu AntarDasha (24:02:2026--05:04:2027)

This is a quite good period. If you remain engaged in academic or intellectual 
pursuits, you will have excellent progress. You will acquire sound knowledge in a 
chosen field, and you will become wiser and more discreet. One of your relatives 
will meet with some special success, for which you might be indirectly benefited; 
you will also be doing very well in your sphere of profession and have fairly  
smoothprogress. You will receive favors and benefits from your superiors and 
authorities, and your earnings will be considerably increased. If you are in business, 
then you may have an opportunity to diversify into a prospective new field - 
wherefrom you will amass wealth. If you are having children, then with their 
progress in extra-curricular activities and academic pursuits as well, they will be a 
source of pride and joy to your family. If your Ascendant is Gemini, then you may 
have to face some unexpected difficulties of typical sort - as this is the combined 
period of the 1st-lord and the 8th-lord. If your Ascendant is Leo, then as this is the 
combined period of the two 'marakas' (the 2nd-lord and the 7th-lord), then you 
are prone to suffer from some health-complications. 

Mercury AntarDasha (17:06:2023--24:02:2026)

emaciated appearance. You may get entangled into serious disputes with some 
people - probably some relatives, who might become inimically disposed towards 
you, and try to cause you some loss of wealth or damage to property. In your 
sphere of profession too, you may have to face difficulties. If you are in business, 
then it may circumstantially become slack; if you are in service, then you might be 
oppressed by a stern-looking faultfinding superior. You may miss an opportunity of 
advancement owing to unexpected developments and adverse change of 
circumstances. Besides, you may have separation from a close relative - for which 
you may feel very miserable. If your Ascendant is Gemini or Cancer, then the 
period could prove to be worse - as Saturn is the 8th-lord too. But if your 
Ascendant happens to be Libra or Aquarius or Capricorn, or if Saturn is in  
exaltationor situated in own sign or own constellation, then you can surely look 
forward to enjoying beneficial results in many respects. If out of the sign-positions 
of Ascendant and Saturn in your horoscope, one is Libra while the other is 
Capricorn, then you will surely have sudden uplift of status during this very period. 
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As this period bears the combined influence of two mutually antagonistic dire 
malefic planets, if at least one of them is not well placed in your horoscope, then 

Mars AntarDasha (16:12:2032--25:01:2034)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then you 
should remain careful and cautious, as you are likely to face many problems during 
the period. The state of your health may worsen, and there are chances of 
receiving physical hurts or injuries - resulting from fall or impact. You are prone to 
suffer from pains in the limbs, and may remain in a gloomy state. You should 
remain very careful while driving a vehicle - particularly the two-wheelers, and also 
while you are near any fast-moving part of machineries. Quarrels may break out  
inyour family quite frequently - for which you may feel very unhappy, and 
thoroughly lack satisfaction and peace of mind altogether. You may also have to 
leave your residence, or even your native place under circumstantial compulsion. 
Your spouse or business-partner may cause you some loss of money. If your 
Ascendant is Cancer or Capricorn, and if it is relevant for the age-period you are 
running, then you may opt for tying the knot; alternately, you may get into a 
partnership or collaboration with a person - who might hail from a different 
community or religion or country. 

Moon AntarDasha (17:05:2031--16:12:2032)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then you 
should remain careful and cautious, as you are likely to face some problems during 
the period. Although you will receive favors and benefits from the persons of rank 
and power, there are also some chances that you may per chance antagonize 
some senior person, who might become a sworn enemy, and try to create a 
series of troubles for you. You may have a change of position, and might be 
transferred to an inconvenient place; or you may have to shift your residence.  
Youmay face some quarrels on account of your family-members, and fear or 
suspicion might arise in connection with your spouse or a child or a relative. Your 
relationship with your spouse may come under strain, or she/ he might for some 
reason become a source of great worry and anxiety. If your Ascendant is either 
Leo or Aquarius, and if it is relevant for the age-period you are running, then you 
may tie the knot; alternately, you may get into a partnership or collaboration with 
a person - who might hail from a different community or religion or country. But if 
your Ascendant is Capricorn, then as it is the combined period of the 
Ascendant-lord and the 8th-lord, you may have to face some unexpected 
difficulties of typical sort. 

Sun AntarDasha (05:06:2030--17:05:2031)

attract the attention of many people, and receive favors and benefits from your 
superiors and the authorities. If you are seeking employment, you might be able  
tofind one quite suddenly and unexpectedly; if you are looking for some business 
opportunity, you may be able to find it out pretty soon. Your earnings will be 
increased, and your standard of living will be considerably improved. You will also 
come close to some members of the opposite gender; if you have the inclination, 
then you may fall in love with someone, and even tie the knot. Alternately, there 
could be an increase to your family circle by birth or marriage. You may also 
receive some valuable gifts from a visiting relative. You may have some journeys 
for pleasure and profit, participate in picnics and excursions, and enjoy watching 
many film-shows, games and sports, cultural functions, etc. 
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If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 

Mercury AntarDasha (14:06:2039--10:11:2041)

Mercury Dasha (14:06:2039--13:06:2056)

If at least one of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, then as 
regards general progress, you will have a very good period ahead. With the aid of 
the superiors and authorities, you will be able to accomplish your intentions. Your 
wealth and acquisitions will increase, and so will physical comforts. You will remain 
in good health and high spirit, be able to overcome all impediments in your 
workplace, and your earnings might also be increased substantially. You will be  
ableto fulfill all your commitments, and your credibility and honor will reach the 
crest. Your spouse and business-partner may also bring in some good gains for 
you - for which you will become very glad, and feel very happy. However, if your 
Ascendant is either Cancer or Leo, then as it is the combined period of the  
6th-lordand the 8th-lord, you must keep your fingers crossed, and remain on the 
alert; otherwise, you may have to learn some hard lessons from someone very 
dear to you - which you may never be able to erase from your memory for the 
rest of your life. 

Jupiter AntarDasha (01:12:2036--14:06:2039)

As this period bears the combined influence of two dire malefic planets, if at least 
one of them is not well placed in your horoscope, then the period is likely to be 
quite adverse; the problems may drag on for quite some time, and their intensity 
might fluctuate intermittently. You should remain very careful and cautious, and 
ensure that neither by your expressed words nor by committed acts you 
antagonize anybody. Troubles from enemies tend to increase under the combined 
influence of these two planets; even strangers and foreigners may become 
inimically disposed to you. You must remain very cautious in respect of financial 
affairs, and absolutely refrain from gambling and speculative investments. The 
chances of incurring losses, and having serious quarrels - arising from 
non-payment of money due - also appear to be pretty high. You may also run the 
risk of receiving physical hurts or injuries. You are also strongly advised to stay 
away from the people of questionable character or suspicious background - as for 
being an associate, you might also be put to blame or brought to book for some 
improper or even illegal acts committed by others. 

Rahu AntarDasha (25:01:2034--01:12:2036)

the period is likely to prove to be very troublesome. You might get entangled into 
strife and quarrels; your enemies might increase in number and strength, and they 
would try to create as many as possible problems for you. Some disgrace might 
also fall on you - for your own act or due to some of your family-members; 
alternately, you may become a victim of slander and disrepute. Your state of 
health might deteriorate - as you may suffer from biliousness, rheumatism, etc. If 
at least one of these two planets bears some affliction in your horoscope, then 
you might incur big losses due to theft or by fraudulent means. As you may not be 
able to fulfill your commitments, some of your erstwhile friends may become quite 
inimically disposed to you. You may even have to leave your home and kindred, 
move from one place to another - without having any success, and lead an 
unsettled life under undesirable circumstances. 
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If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

If Ketu is neither situated in sign Scorpio, nor in its own constellation, then the 

Ketu AntarDasha (10:11:2041--07:11:2042)

Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

If Mercury is well placed in your horoscope, and free from affliction, then you will 
have a dawn of prosperity. Learning and accumulation of useful knowledge and 
information will attract you greatly. If you remain engaged in academic or 
intellectual pursuits, or connected with some branch of fine arts, then your 
accomplishments will be quite enviable. You are very much likely to win some 
laurels, and turn many heads. If you are in business, then it will become very brisk, 
your earnings will receive a boost, and you may opt for diversifying into a 
prospective new field - from which you will amass wealth. The circle of your  
friendsand acquaintances will considerably be widened, and you will derive much of 
benefits by having discourses with and gathering vital information from some of 
your well-wishing persons. You may undertake some journeys to places of  
interest- both for pleasure and profit, and form cordial relationship with some 
important persons as well. If your Ascendant is Gemini, then you may pass 
through one of the best periods in your life; and if it is Virgo or Sagittarius, then 
you may look forward to having a meteoric rise. But if Mercury is afflicted in your 
horoscope, then you may have many worries, and the condition of the health of 
your mother might keep you in worried state. 
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Sun AntarDasha (07:09:2045--14:07:2046)

If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

This is a really very good and enjoyable period. If you had in the recent past had 
gone for staying in some place else, then you might return back to your native 
place. Your relatives and friends will be happy to have you back among 
themselves. Your popularity will increase, and the circle of your friends and 
acquaintances will become widened. You will also come in contact with some 
important persons, and form cordial relationship with them - from whom you will 
derive benefits. If relevant for your age-period, then you may steal somebody 
else's heart by losing your own, and your wedding bells may soon start ringing 
merrily. If you remain engaged in academic or intellectual pursuits, then you are 
sure to gain some distinction; and, if you are connected with some branch of fine 
arts, then you would receive due acclaim. If you remain engaged in service, then 
you might be raised to a prestigious position. If you are in business, then you may 
have considerable renovation and expansion; if you wish to open a new office or 
showroom or branch, then the time is highly propitious for you. You may 
undertake some journeys to places far and near for pleasure and profit, and also 
participate in some picnics and excursions. 

Venus AntarDasha (07:11:2042--07:09:2045)

period is not likely to prove very beneficial. You are likely to experience some 
sickness intermittently; if Ketu bears some affliction in your horoscope, then you 
may suffer from some disease - which might be quite difficult to either diagnose or 
cure. There is also some danger of receiving wrong medical treatment, or intake  
ofwrong medicines - which might all on a sudden lead to serious complications.  
Youshould also remain careful in respect your food and drink - as there are 
chances of consuming poisonous substances inadvertently. As far as possible, you 
should stay away from mean people of lower socio-economic strata; as due to 
misplaced trust or even for simple association, you may have to face an 
embarrassing position. You may have some problems with your landlord or tenant 
or neighbor; and, for this you may face angry exchanges intermittently, and 
remain under considerable mental stress. You may have to leave your place of 
abode, or have to institute some forced removal on somebody else - for which 
some people might condemn or criticize you, and your popularity might be 
gradually on the wane. 
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If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then you 

Moon AntarDasha (14:07:2046--13:12:2047)

If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then you 
may face some problems during this period. You may suffer from some ailments, 
and your spouse is also quite likely to suffer. The intensity will be more if your 
Ascendant happens to be Aquarius - as in such case it will be a combined period of 
the 7th-lord and the 8th-lord. If either Mercury or Sun bears some affliction in  
yourhoroscope, then there are chances that you may even get entangled in a 
lawsuit, or face departmental proceedings instituted against you. You should 
remain very careful and cautious, and ensure that you do not antagonize your 
superiors or punitive government authorities. Some jealous people in your circle 
may become your sworn enemies, and try to put you into a difficult or 
embarrassing position. You should remain beware of such people - who are by 
nature overly talkative, and have the notoriety of biting behind the back. You may 
also have to face many impediments - which might keep you in quite worried 
state. If both of Sun and Mercury are under affliction in your horoscope, then you 
may receive injuries or incur some losses due to outbreak of fire. 
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If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 

Rahu AntarDasha (10:12:2048--29:06:2051)

If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

If at least one of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, the period is 
not good at all; during this period, you may face many problems, and face many 
strife and quarrels. Owing to ever-increasing intensity of the problems, there are 
chances that your health might be adversely affected, and you may suffer from 
various ailments like severe headache, neuralgic pains, blood-related ailments, 
jaundice or bilious fever. You should take more care of your health, ensure that 
you take nutritious food, get adequate sleep and rest, and avoid all sorts of 
over-indulgences. You should closely watch your words, and have an effective 
control over your pen - for ensuring that you do not hurt the feelings of others - 
particularly who are holding really very influential positions; otherwise, your 
utterances or writings can be conveniently used against you, and ultimately you 
may have to lick the dust. You should also try to retain your cool - more so if  
yourAscendant is Aries; you should remain very careful while driving - as the 
possibility of facing an accidental mishap or untoward happening cannot be ruled 
out. 

Mars AntarDasha (13:12:2047--10:12:2048)

may face some problems during this period. You may have quarrels with some 
female persons, who might in turn try their level best to create many troubles for 
tarnishing your image. In this respect, you have to remain very careful and 
cautious. If either Mercury or Moon is under some affliction in your horoscope, 
then you may not remain in good health - as you may suffer from some glandular 
swellings or hurts in the limbs. Besides, the condition of health of your mother 
might keep you in worried state. The intensity of these problems might become 
even more if your Ascendant happens to be Sagittarius - as in such case, it will be 
the combined period of the 7th-lord and the 8th-lord. If your Ascendant is 
Capricorn, then some of your relatives may become inimically disposed to you;  
butyou will be fortunate in some other respects - as you may secure a fairly 
lucrative new employment in a private organization, or might be able to start a 
new venture of your own. Although your mind may become somewhat wavering, 
you will still be able to think fast for taking right decisions in right earnest. 
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If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

This will be a very good and enjoyable people. You will be in company of sensible 

Jupiter AntarDasha (29:06:2051--04:10:2053)

own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then the 
period may not be very good in certain respects; during this period, you may have 
some problems, and face many strife and quarrels. You may suffer from a series  
ofminor ailments in rapid succession, have evil dreams, become emaciated due to 
loss of appetite, and your thinking may become somewhat beclouded or even 
confused. Besides, you may incur the wrath of some influential persons - who 
might flex their muscles to buckle you down on your knees by teaching hard 
lessons; in various possible ways, they might try to make your life as miserable as 
possible. You may temporarily be removed from your post, and put under  
pressurefor shifting your residence to an inconvenient place. The conditions at  
yourworkplace might worsen, and some inferior persons could deliberately be 
encouraged to cause you annoyance. You might become utterly frustrated and  
feelextremely disgusted. If Rahu is influenced by Jupiter or Venus - either by 
conjunction or aspect - or is situated in an angular (kendra) position from  
Mercury,then you will be able to escape from the evil clutches by suddenly 
switching over to another stream of employment. 
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Ketu AntarDasha (13:06:2056--10:11:2056)

Ketu Dasha (13:06:2056--14:06:2063)

If Mercury is situated alone in exaltation (in Virgo) or in own-sign (Gemini) or in its 
own constellation, then it will produce highly favorable results during its 
Dasha-period. If it is conjoined with Jupiter or Venus or Saturn, or either Jupiter or 
Saturn aspects it, then also the results will be favorable. If Mercury is very close to 
Sun (within 3*20'), then also the results will be fairly good - although some 
health-problems might arise. If Mercury is in mutually angular (Kendra) position 
from Rahu, then it will be very good for having progress in academic and 
intellectual pursuits; and also for suddenly switching over to a different stream of 
employment, the period will prove to be very advantageous. Mercury situated 
close to Ketu can bestows success in study of occult subjects. But if Mars is either 
conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of them is strongly placed - then 
the person may face many problems and always remain in somewhat 'disturbed' 
state; and if Moon is conjoined with Mercury or aspects it - while none of these 
two is strongly placed - then the person's mind may become wavering, and he/ 
she may even become 'fickle'-minded.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then the 
period may not be very good; during this period, you may face a number of 
difficulties - but most of them might in some way be your own making. However,  
ifyou can remain firm, follow the right track, and believe that God helps only those 
who are righteous, then even when you are under the scorching mid-noon sun, 
you will still feel like moving under the gentle shade. But if both the planets are 
under affliction, then you may become a stranger to success, and find neither 
peace nor happiness. Your enemies may create many troubles for you, and you 
may face a reversal of fortune; besides, some of your near relative may suffer 
some disgrace or downfall, you may badly suffer in consequence. Your mind could 
be filled with grief and gloomy forebodings - for which you may feel very  
miserable.If your Ascendant is Gemini, then - as it is the combined period of the 
Ascendant-lord and the 8th-lord, you may suffer from health-complications, or 
face an accidental mishap or untoward development. If your Ascendant is Leo, 
then - as it is the combined period of the two 'marakas' (the 2nd-lord and the 
7th-lord) - you may suffer from some health-problems. 

Saturn AntarDasha (04:10:2053--13:06:2056)

persons, regain your peace of mind and tranquility, and become engaged in doing 
worthy deeds. If you remain engaged in academic or intellectual pursuits, then you 
will meet with success of superlative degree by dint of your endeavors, and 
thereby gain some fame and renown. You will occupy a fairly respectable position, 
your earnings will be very good, your standard of living will considerably improve, 
and you will be treated with due respect by people in general. Your popularity will 
be greatly increased, your views and opinions will be considered of value and 
importance; people would seek your discerning advice on some serious matters - 
which are of real concern to them. But you must not become heady, and try your 
level best not to diverge from the avenues of honesty and modesty; otherwise, 
around the closing of this period, you could suddenly find yourself thrown out of 
the usual track; and in spite of your praiseworthy accomplishments, you may 
gradually start fading into oblivion or ignominy. 
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If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

This will be a highly favorable and enjoyable period for you. If you have been 
married and expecting a child, then the legendary stork is on its way to bring a 
special gift for you. You will meet with success in all your efforts, and your  
earningsand accumulations will increase considerably. You will enjoy all sorts of 
comforts and pleasures of life - like never before. But you should try to exercise 
some effective control on your purse-string, avoid unwise extravagance, and the 

Venus AntarDasha (10:11:2056--10:01:2058)

If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

If Ketu is neither situated in sign Scorpio nor in its own constellation, this period 
may be somewhat problematic for you. Your earnings might become somewhat 
reduced and you may even face a temporary setback. Due to lack of resources,  
orblockage of funds, you may suffer badly, and find it difficult to fulfill your 
commitments. You may even have to sacrifice some personal comforts for  
curbingthe deterioration of conditions. Your family-members may tend to become 
very intolerant, emotionally upset and excitable in disposition, and even appear to 
be unreasonable in their expectations. Breaking out of quarrels in your family may 
become a regular affair, and the situation may gradually worsen; for not being  
ableto find any way out, you may even wish to leave your close relatives - some 
of whom might gradually turn very arrogant and uncompromising.You might be 
subjected to restraint or estrangement, and if circumstances command so, then 
you may even have to face detention. You might lack your peace of mind 
altogether, feel very helpless and grossly unhappy. 
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If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 

Moon AntarDasha (17:05:2058--16:12:2058)

If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then this 
period could prove to be somewhat troublesome for you. You may suffer from 
some disease, or become anxious on account of your spouse. The situation at 
your home might keep you in worried state, and the condition at your workplace 
might make you feel concerned; some mean people of lower socio-economic 
strata may try to create some problems for you. You may have to expend quite a 
lot of time and efforts to bring the situation back to normal. You will however 
receive direct favors and indirect benefits from the persons of rank and authority, 
and also from government sources. You may get an opportunity to go to a  
distantplace or even a foreign country on an important mission; on successful 
completion of the task undertaken, you will return home back in a happy mood. If 
Ketu is situated either in sign Scorpio or in its own constellation, then the period  
willbe highly favorable for you. You will have good gains from many sources, your 
accumulations and possessions will increase; you may procure some new  
furnitureand articles of comfort for enhancing your life-style. 

Sun AntarDasha (10:01:2058--17:05:2058)

tendency of over-indulgence. You should also stay away from speculative 
investments and gambling - as these drains can wipe away a large part of your 
accumulations, and rebound you back to your erstwhile position. Your popularity 
will increase, and you will be highly sought-after. You will receive many visiting 
relatives and friends at your own residence, and also be the center of attraction in 
social get-togethers. During the closing of this period, you should however take 
due care in respect of health - as you may suffer from some ailment for a brief 
duration; alternately, either your spouse may suffer instead. 
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Rahu AntarDasha (14:05:2059--01:06:2060)

If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

This period comes under the combined influence of two fiery malefic planets; as 
such, it may not be a favorable period for you. You may face many obstacles and 
hindrances, disputes and contests. People who are inimically disposed towards you 
- particularly those belonging to the opposite gender - may try to create some 
troubles for you. You may suffer from fever or excess of heat-generation in the 
body; there are also some chances that you may receive accidental injury or incur 
some material losses - resulting from a fire-accident erupting at your residence or 
in your workplace. In this respect you should remain very careful and cautious, 
remain adequately prepared, and adopt all possible sorts of preventive measures. 
However, if both of these two planets are well placed in your horoscope, then you 
will have a very enjoyable period; you may build a new house of your own, or buy 
a piece of property. But if both of Mars or Ketu bear affliction in your horoscope, 
then you may have to undergo a surgical treatment - probably due to some 
problem affecting a region in some lower part of your body. 

Mars AntarDasha (16:12:2058--14:05:2059)

(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

During this period, you may become quite unhappy on account of some members 
of the opposite gender, or you may face some troubles on account of your 
children, or owing to their actions - they might tend to become somewhat unruly. 
In various other respects, however, you won't have much to worry about. You  
willhave gains from many sources, your earnings and accumulations will increase, 
and you may have good gains from public dealings. If you wish to start a new 
venture of your own, then the time-period is highly propitious for you - you are 
likely to come up by grabbing an opportunity unexpectedly coming your way, and 
the circumstances will be quite advantageous for you. If your profession has any 
connection with medicines or household utility goods, then this period is sure to 
bring in the dawn of prosperity for you. If Ketu is situated in sign Scorpio, or in its 
own constellation, then the period will be even more fruitful. You may spend a 
good sum for renovation of your house or interior decoration. 
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If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

This will be a really very enjoyable period for you. You will form cordial relationship 
with people of authority and power; you will receive direct favors from them, and 
indirect benefits through their associations as well. If you are in service, then you 
may secure a lucrative promotion or a prestigious position with a new employer. If 
you are in business, then it will become very brisk, and you may opt for 

Jupiter AntarDasha (01:06:2060--08:05:2061)

If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

If both of Ketu and Rahu are neither situated in their exaltaion signs nor in their 
respective own constellations, then this period might prove to be a really 
problematic period for you. You should remain very careful and cautious - as there 
are chances that you may suddenly fall seriously ill; you might be afflicted by  
somedisease, which is very difficult to diagnose or cure, and its intensity might go 
on fluctuating intermittently. You may suffer due to intake of wrong medicines or 
poisonous substances inadvertently. Things around you may appear to go beyond 
your control, and you may run the risk of incurring a big loss - due to sudden 
change of circumstances or some calamitous causes. If Rahu and Ketu are  
situatedin each other's constellation, then you should remain even more careful - 
as there is a chance of facing an accidental mishap; alternately, you may have 
some serious disputes with someone - for which you may get entangled into a 
lawsuit. If natural malefic planets afflict Ketu or Rahu in your horoscope, then your 
reputation and honor could be at stake. You must refrain from giving or taking 
bribes; otherwise, you could land in hot soup sooner than you think. 
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If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 

Mercury AntarDasha (17:06:2062--14:06:2063)

If Ketu is situated alone in a sign, its sign-lord happens to be a natural benefic 
planet, and its dispositor is situated in a favorable house (that is, not in 6th or 8th 
or 12th), then many favorable results can reasonably be expected during its 
Dasha-period; but if Ketu is conjoined with a natural malefic planet, its sign-lord 
also happens to be a natural malefic planet, and its dispositor is situated in an 
unfavorable 'trika' house (that is, not in 6th or 8th or 12th), then adverse results 
might be experienced during its Dasha-period. If Ketu is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) any planet other than Sun and Moon, then Ketu will 
behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

This period comes under the combined influence of two mutually antagonistic 
planets. If at least either of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, this 
period may and can prove to be very troublesome for you. Your earnings from 
profession and gains from other sources may be temporarily continue to shrink; 
you may even incur a big loss in transaction, or face extreme difficulties due to 
blockage of funds. You may not be in a position to fulfill your commitments in time 
- for which may become very worried. Your friends and relatives may not prove  
tobe helpful at all; they might even tend to distance themselves for no apparent 
reason. You may also face some problems created by some people of lower 
socio-economic strata. Your credibility and honor could be at stake, and due to 
deterioration of circumstances, your health might also be somewhat affected. 
Besides, the health and well being of your spouse may also keep you in worried 
state, and your children can also cause you some anxieties. During this period,  
youshould specially take care for avoiding exposure to smoke, fumes, rays, and 
radiations. 

Saturn AntarDasha (08:05:2061--17:06:2062)

diversifying to a prospective new field; or you may open a new office, branch, or 
show-room in an advantageous location. You will have profitable transactions, and 
gains from many sources; your accumulations and acquisitions will increase. A 
member of the opposite gender could be a source of special pleasure to you; if 
you are eligible but did not get married till yet, then you may fall in love with 
someone, and may even tie the knot pretty soon. If you have been married and 
expecting a child, then the legendary stork is on its way for delivering a special gift 
to you; it will be a worthy child - who will become a source of pride and joy to 
your family for ever. 
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If one of these two planets remains in an angular (kendra) house, while the other 
remains in a trinal (trikona) house, then during this period, you are likely to have 
significant changes, and secure some distinct improvement in status. If your 
Ascendant is Leo, then as this is the combined period of the Ascendant-lord and 
the 10th-lord, you can look forward to having an attractive preferment in position. 
But if at least one of-, these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then 
you may have to pass through a very trying period ahead. You should remain alert 
and very cautious - as there are chances that you may have some disagreements 

Sun AntarDasha (13:10:2066--13:10:2067)

This will be a very good and enjoyable period for you. If Venus is does not bear  
anyaffliction in your horoscope, then you will have the dawn of prosperity, and 
enjoy all sorts of pleasures and comforts of life. You will receive favors and  
benefitsfrom the persons of rank and authority, and also from people of 
aristocratic background - more so from an influential lady. You will secure 
improvement in position, and financially you will achieve a superlative status. If  
youhave been employed already, then you would be raised to a more responsible 
and lucrative position. If you are in business, then it will greatly flourish; you may 
opt for its expansion, or diversifying to a new prospective field. You might spend 
liberally for acquiring fashionable clothes, accessories, personal adornments, 
jewelry, perfumes, articles of comfort, etc - for your family-members and also for 
yourself. Your domestic life will be very joyful and happy. You may undertake both 
short and long journeys more than once - for sightseeing and touring purposes. 
You may however become quite unhappy on account of a member of the  
oppositegender - who may tend to develop a highly sensitive nature and become 
overly demanding. 

Venus AntarDasha (14:06:2063--13:10:2066)

Venus Dasha (14:06:2063--14:06:2083)

behave more like that of the conjunct planet; and if it is in close conjunction with 
(that is, within 3*20' of) either Sun or Moon, then Ketu Dasha is capable of 
producing some adverse results and untoward happenings. Ketu in close 
conjunction with Mars may and can bring in serious problem resulting from electric 
shock and/ or outbreak of fire.

If Mercury is not well placed in your horoscope, then you may have some 
unfavorable changes. If some counteracting combinations are not present in your 
horoscope, then you may face a temporary setback - which may even lead to 
'dislocation' under circumstantial compulsion. For no apparent fault of your own, 
your relationship with your relatives and friends may come under strain; and you 
may not be able to receive any assistance from them. You may become grossly 
disappointed, and opt for severing relationship with them. You may have aimless 
wanderings, and some fruitless journeys to distant places as well; you may not be 
able to achieve your desired objectives in spite of best of your efforts. Your  
spousemay develop a faultfinding nature and an overly talkative disposition -  
whichmay make you feel very unhappy. The health and well being of your children 
may also keep you in worried state. If at least one of these two planets is not well 
placed in your horoscope, then you may receive active assistance from a new 
friend - who might hail from a different community/ religion, and your condition will 
be restored back to normal pretty soon. 
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If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then the 
period might be considerably problematic for you. You may suddenly have an 
abrupt change of surroundings due to some drastic change of circumstances. Your 
earnings may shrink, and you may face difficulties for fulfilling your commitments 
due to blockage of funds. You may even incur some losses in speculative 
investments, or some of your relatives or friends may not repay you back a big 
sum - which they might have borrowed from you. Your spouse and some other 
family-member may frequently quarrel with you, or they may do so among 
themselves as a routine affair; for all these reasons, you may totally lack peace 

Rahu AntarDasha (14:08:2070--14:08:2073)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then this 
will be an enjoyable period. Your earnings, acquisitions and possessions - all will 
increase. But you may become somewhat lax, and show some neglect in 
performing your usual duties. You are also likely to become increasingly 
materialistic and develop a pleasure-seeking nature; you may even crave for 
developing intimate relationship with an attractive-looking member of the opposite 
gender - this will be more so if these two planets are conjoined together, or 
involved in mutual aspect with each other. You may suffer from minor 
health-affection of the eyes or the skin. If these two planets are mutually in 
6th-8th position, then you should remain very careful - as you may even run the 
risk of becoming a victim of slander and disrepute. If Venus is situated in the 
6th-house in your horoscope, and is neither exalted or in own sign or in own 
constellation, then you may have to face quarrels or some other complications; 
but if Mars is similarly placed, then you may win in some contest or come out 
successful in a competitive examination. 

Mars AntarDasha (14:06:2069--14:08:2070)

This will be a very good and enjoyable period for you. It will be more so if at least 
one of these two planets is situated in the 4th-house, or if these two planets are 
conjoined together, or they are involved in mutual aspect with each other; then 
you will have a real joyful period - bright with happiness and brimming in 
satisfaction. Some of your long cherished desires will be fulfilled and a few of your 
ambitions will be realized. Your financial condition will improve considerably, and 
you will acquire some articles of comfort for enhancing your life-style. You may 
liberally spend for acquiring items of personal adornments, and also for interior 
decorations. You are likely to undertake a few journeys for pleasure and profit - 
probably in the direction of north or west or northwest. Your children will remain in 
good health and high spirit; with their pursuits and special accomplishments, they 
will make you feel very happy. However, your spouse may suffer from some 
minor health-problems - for which you may feel quite concerned; however it will  
befor a brief period only. Your domestic life is likely to be blissful and very happy. 

Moon AntarDasha (13:10:2067--14:06:2069)

with your superior, employer, or the government authorities; you may run the  
riskof becoming a victim of their wrath. You may also face domestic problems of 
typical sort, or get entangled in a property dispute with a close relative - for which 
you may become really very worried. You may remain in perpetual tension - which 
might affect your state of health. If Venus happens to be 'combust' in your 
horoscope, then you may suffer from some ailment affecting your generative 
organs; alternately or in addition, your eyesight might also be somewhat affected. 
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If at least either of these two planets is fairly free from serious affliction in your 
horoscope, then this will be a very prosperous and enjoyable period. If you remain 
engaged in intellectual or artistic pursuits, you will have excellent progress. You will 
be successful in all your efforts, and receive due recognition for your inherent 
abilities and special accomplishment. You may get an attractive opportunity for 
having advancement in profession, and your social status will subsequently be 
improved. If you are in service, then you are likely to be offered expensive and 
attractive perquisites. If you are in business, then you will have many new 

Mercury AntarDasha (14:06:2079--14:04:2082)

If at least one of these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then this 
is not a very favorable period. You might all on a sudden be surprised to find 
yourself under some restrictive influences and pessimistic surroundings. If Saturn is 
not well placed in the horoscope, or if Venus suffers affliction from one or more 
malefic planet(s), then you may suffer from affection of the excretory system, 
piles, sciatica or rheumatic pains, etc and the state of your health may become 
considerably worse. There is also possibility of having some minor problems in 
connection with the eyesight. For deterioration of health-condition, you may lose 
your appetite and food may appear stale and tasteless to you; you may also lack 
adequate sleep and rest. If Saturn is conjoined with Venus or aspects it, then you 
should remain careful, as the possibility of having a minor setback in profession 
cannot be ruled out. However, if your Ascendant is Taurus or Capricorn, then as it 
is the combined period of the Ascendant-lord and the 10th-lord, you will be highly 
fortunate and have considerable advancement in your sphere of profession. 

Saturn AntarDasha (13:04:2076--14:06:2079)

This will be a highly enjoyable periods. Both the major benefic planets will shower 
you with their blessings of plenty and abundance - this will more so if these two 
planets are in conjunction, and the very best will be if these two planets conjoin in 
sign Pisces. Additional new sources of earnings will open up for you, and your 
earnings from profession will greatly increase. Speculative investments will also 
fetch you good returns. You will be able to collect all your outstanding dues -  
whichhad been remaining pending for long. You will receive many favors and 
benefits from your superiors and the government authorities as well; you may 
secure a lucrative promotion or a very attractive new employment. You will  
remainin good health, and so will remain all other members of your family. you 
may have an auspicious celebration in your family - which may have an increase  
bymarriage or childbirth. However, if these two planets are in mutual 'opposition' 
aspect, then on the bright side, you might be interested in studying Law; but on 
the flip side, there are also some chances that you may get entangled in a 
long-drawn lawsuit. 

Jupiter AntarDasha (14:08:2073--13:04:2076)

and tranquil, and start feeling very miserable. This may however do you  
somethingrather good in an indirect way; you may gradually become more and 
more dispassionate and develop a philosophic outlook - while your religious 
inclination will also become more profound. Although you will not opt for total 
seclusion, you may still withdraw yourself inward and become as distant from 
others as possible. However, if Venus and Rahu both are situated in sign Taurus, 
you will have an excellent and very enjoyable period - as you will have gains from 
many sources; your accumulations and possessions will increase. 
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If both Sun and Moon are free from serious affliction in your horoscope, then this 
will be a very good and enjoyable period. You will receive favors and benefits from 
your superiors, employer, and government authorities. You may start a new 
venture of your own, or diversify to a prospective new field. Your earnings will 
considerably increase, and status will be accordingly improved. Socially also you  
willbecome increasingly popular. You will become drawn to a good cause, and 
might become actively engaged in doing some social work also. However, you 
may face some opposition from some female relative, friend or acquaintance; but 
your adversaries will soon beat retreat. In respect of health, this period is not so 

Moon AntarDasha (01:10:2083--01:04:2084)

If Sun is in exaltation or in own house or in own constellation, or has attained 
directional strength ('dik-bala') for being situated in the 10th-house, you will have  
avery prosperous period ahead. You will receive much of favors and benefits from 
your superiors, authorities, and also from government sources. Your name and 
fame will increase, and your credibility and honor will attain a very high level. If Sun 
is situated in any other 'upachaya' house (3rd-, or 6th-, or 11th-), then also you 
will have excellent progress, and enjoy a good time in comfortable surroundings. 
But if Sun is not well placed or bears any affliction in your horoscope, then you are 
likely to have a difficult period ahead. You may have differences with your 
colleagues, and disagreements with your superior or employer; alternately, you 
may get into difficulties with punitive government authorities, and badly suffer in 
consequence. In addition, bitter quarrels may break out in your family at times - 
for which you may feel very miserable. Your state of your health might also be 
affected - as you may suffer from headache, pain in the ears, urinary problems, or 
affection to kidneys. 

Sun AntarDasha (14:06:2083--01:10:2083)

Sun Dasha (14:06:2083--14:06:2089)

If at least either of these two planets is well placed in your horoscope, then this is 
not a good period. You should remain very careful - as you may have some fear 
from stray quadrupeds; besides, one of your family-members may meet with a 
minor accidental mishap or may suffer due to food poisoning or intake of wrong 
medicine. Your income may shrink, or you might incur some losses; alternately, 
you may have to meet with heavy wasteful expenditures due to some 
circumstantial developments resulting from some unforeseen causes. If you are in 
love with someone, then you may have to face some unusual problems owing to 
queer twist of circumstances. There are also chances that due to unexpected 
disclosure of some of your secrets, you may feel very embarrassed; alternately, 
some jealous people having vested interests may hurl unjust blame against you - 
as they might wish to tarnish your image. Your spouse may become increasingly 
sentimental, while your children might also appear to grow very demanding; thus 
you might be occupied with a series of vexations and worries. 

Ketu AntarDasha (14:04:2082--14:06:2083)

acquisitions, and your standard of living will be considerably enhanced. You may 
undertake some journeys to distant places on an academic or cultural mission,  
andon successful completion of the tasks undertaken, you will return home back  
ina happy mood. Your spouse and children will remain in good health, they will 
remain very dear to you, and your domestic life will be very peaceful and happy. 
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If Jupiter is not 'combust', and otherwise free from serious affliction, then this will 
surely be a real good and enjoyable period for you - which will give you all-round 
prosperity and utmost satisfaction. You will receive benefits from many quarters, 
particularly from government sources; you may also get large sums from major 
financial institutions sanctioned to you as loan for investment purpose. You are 
sure to rise to a prominent position, and move in high circles. Your enemies will 
beat a hasty retreat, and all erstwhile impediments will be totally eradicated. If you 
are pursuing higher studies, then you may acquire a prestigious professional 
qualification. If you wish to go to a developed foreign country - particularly for 

Jupiter AntarDasha (02:07:2085--20:04:2086)

As these two planets are manifestly antagonistic to each other, it is quite obvious 
that if some counteracting combinations are not present in your horoscope, the 
period is less likely to produce beneficial results. If in addition Rahu is afflicted in 
your horoscope, then you may have a real troublesome period - with all kinds of 
problems of typical sort. You may get into difficulties with powerful or influential 
people, and may even run the risk of having forced dislocation. Quarrels may  
breakout in your family quite frequently, and some of your family members may 
ultimately even opt for having separation; alternately, you may have to remain 
away from your home or native place for a fairly long duration. If Rahu is situated 
in an angular (kendra) or trinal (trine) house, then you will have good earnings - 
although it might be with wide fluctuations. But if both the planets are under 
affliction, then you may run the risk of being asked by the authorities to explain 
your conduct. However, if Rahu is situated in a sign of-, or a constellation of-, 
either Jupiter or Venus, then the intensity of the problems will be considerably 
reduced. 

Rahu AntarDasha (07:08:2084--02:07:2085)

If both of these two planets are conjoined together in sign Aries, or if both of  
thesetwo planets are situated in the 10th-house, and thereby attains directional 
strength ('dik-bala') - while Mars is not 'combust', then you can look for the very 
best of everything. You might suddenly be raised to a powerful and influential 
position. If at least one of these two planets is situated in any 'upachaya' house 
(3rd-, or 6th-, or 11th-), then also you can expect very good result - success in 
efforts, and fulfillment of the object in view. But if Mars 'combust', or otherwise  
notwell placed in the horoscope, then it is likely to be a quite troublesome period. 
Your health may fail, and you may suffer from dysentery, rheumatism, enteric 
fever, or some kind of sharp pains. You may have to meet with heavy or wasteful 
expenditures, or incur losses through carelessness or theft. In spite of directed 
endeavors, you may not be able to fulfill your objectives. Your (younger) brother 
or one of your relatives may also face some troubles - which might keep you in 
worried state. If your Ascendant is Scorpio, then as this is the combined period of 
the Ascendant-lord and the 10th-lord, you are sure to have much of advancement 
in your sphere of profession. 

Mars AntarDasha (01:04:2084--07:08:2084)

good - it will be more so if at least one of, these two planets is afflicted in your 
horoscope. You may suffer from minor discomfort in connection with the 
body-fluid circulation system, and your eyesight might also be somewhat affected. 
If Sun is afflicted by Saturn, then you may run the risk of facing dishonor; and if 
Moon is afflicted, then you might have to listen to bitter criticisms in public. 
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As these two planets are mutually very antagonistic to each other, it is quite 
obvious that if some counteracting combinations are not present in the  
horoscope,the period is less likely to produce beneficial results. If at least one of 
these two planets is not well placed in your horoscope, then the period won't be  
atall good. You may not have peace of mind - as you might be filled with many 
doubts, misgivings, and even fears. You may get into difficulties with some of your 

Ketu AntarDasha (06:02:2088--13:06:2088)

If Mercury is not 'combust', and the two planets are conjoined in sign Gemini, Leo, 
or Virgo, then the period will prove to be very beneficial for you. If you remain 
engaged in academic or intellectual pursuits, then you will have extra-ordinary 
accomplishments. If you remain engaged in business activities, then you will have 
much of progress. But if at least one of these two planets bears some affliction in 
your horoscope, then the period may not be very good. You may get into 
difficulties with your superiors or authorities, and some of your relatives or friends 
may become unfavorably disposed towards you. You may remain in perpetual 
tension; for fear of facing possible disgrace or dishonor, you may neither be able  
torelish your food, nor have sound sleep. Your children may also cause you some 
problems, and you may have many fruitless journeys to long-distance places. You 
should take more care of your health - as it might naturally be somewhat  
affected.If Mercury is 'combust', then you may have some problems with your 
eyesight; besides, you may also suffer from indigestion, loss of appetite,  
insomnia,and disorder of nervous or respiratory system. 

Mercury AntarDasha (02:04:2087--06:02:2088)

As these two planets are very inimically disposed to each other by nature, it is 
quite obvious that, if some counteracting combinations are not present in the 
horoscope, the period is not likely to produce beneficial results. If in addition either 
Sun or Saturn bears some affliction in your horoscope, then the period won't be at 
all favorable for you. If some contrary combinations are not present in your 
horoscope, then you may get into serious difficulties with superior or employer or 
authorities; you may also have some strong differences with your subordinates or 
employees. Alternately, your relationship with your father or son or spouse may 
come under considerable strain; you may even run the risk of facing a lawsuit with 
one of them. Besides, you may suffer from some lingering or painful ailments, or 
run the risk of suffering from bone-injury resulting from impact or fall. You may 
become unhappy on account of your spouse or children, or for incurring some 
losses. You may become quite anxious, and feel very unhappy. If your Ascendant 
is Leo, then as it is the combined period of the Ascendant-lord and the 7th-lord, 
you may tie the knot. But if Sun and Saturn are in mutual 'opposition' aspect in 
your horoscope, then you may get entangled in a lawsuit - which might drag on  
fora long time, and ultimately be concluded in favor of your adversary. 

Saturn AntarDasha (20:04:2086--02:04:2087)

higher education - then the period is propitious for you. If you are in love with 
someone, then the relationship may culminate into a happy wedding pretty soon.  
Ifyou have been married and expecting a child, then you would be blessed with a 
worthy child - probably a son; this will be more so if your Ascendant is Leo - as it  
isthe combined period of the Ascendant-lord and the 5th-lord. But if your 
Ascendant is Taurus, as it is the combined period of the 4th-lord and the 8th-lord, 
then you should remain very careful - as you may have some fear from water. 
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If Venus is not 'combust', or otherwise free from affliction, then the period will 
surely be exceptionally advantageous for you - it will be more so if one of the 
planets is situated in an angular (kendra) house, while the other is situated in a 
trinal (trikona) house. If your Ascendant is Leo, then it will be a combined period of 
the Ascendant-lord and the 10th-lord; as such you can look forward to have good 
progress in your sphere of profession. If at least either of these two planets is well 
placed in your horoscope, then this will be a fairly prosperous period; you will 
receive benefits from government sources, and also from the people of  
aristocraticbackground. You will move in high circles, and be engaged in doing 
some worthy deeds - for which you will receive due acclaim as reward in time. If 
you are not married till yet, then you may fall in love with someone, and tie the 
knot pretty soon. However, if Venus is 'combust', or otherwise bears some 
affliction in the horoscope, then you may suffer from some minor ailments; you 
may have some problems in connection with the eyesight or the generative 
system. 

Venus AntarDasha (13:06:2088--14:06:2089)

relatives and friends. For having some serious disputes with your landlord or 
tenant, you may even be forced to stay in a different house; alternately, due to 
change of circumstances, you may have to leave your home or native place. You 
may also run the risk of suffering from nervous exhaustion. You may become  
veryfrustrated, and keenly interested to have a drastic change of your 
surroundings. If Ketu is however situated in an 'upachaya' house, or in own 
constellation, then you may receive active assistance from a new friend - who 
might hail from a different community or religion, and proceed forthwith to a 
distant place for having a new start afresh; it will be a quite favorable change for 
you. 
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Planetary Positions

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad
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Vivaha Melapak Sarini

64 %Favorable Indication52 %Favorable Indication

239:54:15Kshetra Sphuta(II)

334:50:39Kshetra Sphuta(III)

sample Girl

225:44:06Kshetra Sphuta(I)

161:54:01Beeja Sphuta(II)

356:43:53Beeja Sphuta(III)

Sample

093:12:44Beeja Sphuta(I)

Since the boy's and the girl's  Moon do not fall in the same Nakshatra, the 
question of same Nakshatra-Pada does not arise. As such, marriage can be 
approved.

The boy's and the girl's Moon do not fall in the same Nakshatra.

The boy's Moon and the girl's Moon fall in different Rashis. So, the case of 
common Janma Rashi does not arise.

Since the boy's Moon's nakshatra and the girl's Moon's nakshatra are not in 
mutual vedha relationship, they will understand each other perfectly  well and 
temperamenta l clashes or emotional outbursts are far less likely to happen.

Rajju Koota Agreement is not present in the prospective couples' charts. 
Unless modify ing influences are present in their  charts, the wife's health may 
become delicate.

Stree-Deergha Koota Agreement is present in the prospective couples' 
charts. This ensures very good compatibility and excellent harmony between 
the two marriage-partners

Mahendra Koota Agreement is present in the prospective couples' charts. 
This promotes marrital well-being and increases longevity.

Common Janma 
Nakshatra-Pada

8

Common Janma 
Nakshatra

7

Common Janma 
Rashi

6

Vedha Koota5

Rajju Koota4

Stree Deergha 
Koota

3

Mahendra Koota2

Nadi-Pada Koota
Particulars

1
S.N. Result

Since Nadi Koota Agreement is present in the prospective couples' charts, 
considering Nadi-Pada Agreement is not necessary.

Other Considerations

Physiological Factors

Mutual Compatibility

Conjugal Harmony

Psychological Disposition

Latent Characteristics

Intensity of Relationship

Natural Adjustment

Spiritual Development

Total

Signification

(As per Ashta - Koota Agreement)

24.5
8
0
6
4
2
3

0.5
1

S.N.

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Obtd.

36
8
7
6
5
4
3

1

Max.Particulars

Graha - Maitri 
Koota

2

Nadi Koota
Rashi Koota
Gana Koota

Yoni Koota
Tara Koota

Vashya Koota
 Varna Koota

Sensitive Points

Vaishya

JalaChara

Janma

Monkey(F)

Deva

Capricorn

Antha(Shleshma)

Saturn

sample

Vaishya

DwiPada

Janma

Buffalo(F)

Deva

Virgo

Adi(Vata)

Mercury

Sample

68.1%
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In the chart of the boy, Mars is situated in the 4th from the sign occupied by 
Venus. This apparently constitutes 'Kuja-Dosha' (or Mangalik blemish). But since 
Mars is situated in a sign owned by Mars, it becomes an exceptional case -- as this 
blemish gets automatically cancelled. Kuja-Dosha will be considered to the 
technically 'absent' in the boy's chart.

In the chart of the girl, Jupiter is situated in the Ascendant-sign. It is an exceptional 
case, where it is not even necessary to check for the apparent presence of 
Kuja-Dosha. The girl is free from Martian blemish -- she is not a 'Mangalee'.

In the chart of the boy, Mars is situated in a 'chara' (movable) sign. Some people 
opine that it is an exceptional case, where it is not even necessary to check for  
theapparent presence of Kuja-Dosha. The boy is free from Martian blemish -- he is 
not a 'Mangalee'. (However, this opinion does not enjoy the support of majority.)

In the chart of the girl, Mars is situated in a 'chara' (movable) sign. Some people 
opine that it is an exceptional case, where it is not even necessary to check for  
theapparent presence of Kuja-Dosha. The girl is free from Martian blemish -- she is 
not a 'Mangalee'. (However, this opinion does not enjoy the support of majority.)

In the chart of the boy and also in the chart of the girl, the Kuja-Dosha (or 
Mangalik-blemish) is apparently found to be present (as per North-Indian 

Cancellation for Kuja-Dosha (Manglik Blemish)

In the girl's chart, Mars is situated in the 4th-sign from the Ascendant. This 
constitutes Kuja-Dosha (or Mangalik blemish); we shall check in following whether 
any condition for the cancellation of this blemish is also present in the chart.

In the boy's chart, Mars is situated in the 8th-sign from the Ascendant. This 
constitutes Kuja-Dosha (or Mangalik blemish); we shall check in following whether 
any condition for the cancellation of this blemish is also present in the chart.

In the boy's chart, Mars is situated in the 8th-sign from the Moon-sign. This 
constitutes Kuja-Dosha (or Mangalik blemish); we shall check in following whether 
any condition for the cancellation of this blemish is also present in the chart.

In the girl's chart, Mars is situated in the sign occupied by Venus. As per 
North-Indian* system, this constitutes Kuja-Dosha (or Mangalik blemish); we shall 
check in following whether any condition for the cancellation of this blemish is also 
present in the chart. However, as per South-Indian* system, Mars placed in the 
sign occupied by Venus does not constitute Kuja-Dosha (or Mangalik blemish).

In the boy's chart, Mars is situated in the 4th-sign from the sign occupied by 
Venus. This constitutes Kuja-Dosha (or Mangalik blemish); we shall check in 
following whether any condition for the cancellation of this blemish is also present 
in the chart. 

Checking for Kuja-Dosha (Manglik Blemish)
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method). But, in each case, owing to presence of certain conditions, the blemish 
gets cancelled. So, the boy and the girl both are technically not mangalees. As 
such, on this ground, no objection could be raised. If other factors are found to be 
in favour, the boy and the girl can get married. 
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The boy's janma-rashi is Virgo, while the girl's janma-rashi is Capricorn. These two 
rashis are mutually in unfavourable trikona (5-9) relationship with each other -- 
which is indicative of unhappiness in married life owing to lack of or ill-health of 
offsprings, or on account of progeny -- who might later prove to be quite 

Checking for the presence of Rashi-Koota Agreement -

The boy's nakshatra falls in the Deva-gana group, while the girl's nakshatra also 
falls in the very same group. This is a highly favourable combination, as gana 
signifies the individual's temperament and inclinations. Both the members of the 
prospective couple will possess a matured outlook, possess some very desirable 
qualities and have a patient nature. On this count, the contribution to the 
Koota-agreement score will be = 6 (Out of 6). 

Checking for the presence of Gana-Koota Agreement -

The boy's janma-rashi adhipati is Mercury and the girl's janma-rashi adhipati is 
Saturn.These two adhipati planets are mutually neutral (sama) to each other as 
per naisargika relationship. This is a fairly favourable combination, as this particular 
koota indicates the psychological dispositions of the couple; the mental qualities of 
the pair will be quite harmonious, and they will have adequate concern for each 
other -- which is important for a fairly happy married life. On this account, the 
contribution to the Koota-agreement score will be = 4 (Out of 5). 

Checking for the presence of Graha-Maitri Koota Agreement -

The boy's nakshatra falls in the category of Buffalo(F), while the girl's nakshatra 
falls in the category of Monkey(F). As per Yoni-koota agreement, for this 
combination, a contributory score of 2 is obtained on this account. 

Checking for the presence of Yoni-Koota Agreement -

By counting nakshatras from the girl's janma-nakshatra to the boy's 
janma-nakshatra, we obtain the figure 19; upon dividing by 9, it yields a  
remainder1, which is not favourable. By counting nakshatras from the boy's 
janma-nakshatra to the girl's janma-nakshatra, we obtain the figure 10; upon 
dividing by 9, it yields a remainder 1, which is not favourable. As such, 
marriage-compatibilty on account of Dina-Koota is partially present in the chart.  
Onthis count, contribution to the Koota-agreement score will be = 1'5 points (Out 
of 3). 

Checking for the presence of Tara-Koota Agreement -

The boy's Vashya belongs to the Dwipada group, while the girl's Vashya belongs to 
the Jalachara group. This is not very favourable. As such, marriage-compatibility  
onthis count is only nominally present. On this count, contribution to the 
Koota-agreement score will be = 0'5 point (Out of 2). 

Checking for the presence of Vashya-Koota Agreement -

The boy and the girl both belong to the Vaishya Varna. This is highly favourable  
andmarriage-compatibility on this count is fully present. On this count, contribution 
to the Koota-agreement score will be = 1 point (Out of 1). 

Checking for the presence of Varna-Koota Agreement -

Checking for Marriage-Compatibility- As par Ashta Koota 
Agreement
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The boy's Nadi falls in +ÉÊq category, while the girl's Nadi falls in category +{lÉ.As 
the Nadis of the boy and the girl does not belong to the same category, the 
indications are favourable. Marriage between the two parties can be  
recommended-- provided the total of Koota-agreement score does not become 
less than 18 points.The contributory score on this account is = 8. 

Checking for the presence of Nadi-Koota Agreement -

unworthy. As such, on this account, the Koota-agreement contribution score is = 
0 ; unless some very strong counter-acting influences are present in both the 
charts, then marriage should not be recommended. 
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Planetary Positions
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47Years Complted - 18:12:2020--18:12:2021Period -

Muntha in House : eleventh

Muntha in Sign : Leo
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Graha Bala In Varsha-Phala Chart

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

SunStrength NameS.N. Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

0Sthana Bala 1 0 5 0 0 0 0

0Kshetra Bala 2 0 0 0 0 0 5

0Oja-Yugma Bala 3 0 5 5 5 5 0

0Diva-Ratri Bala4 5 0 5 0 5 5

0Total Strength 5 10 10 5 10 10

Harsha-Bala 

Madhyabali.Madhyabali.Alpabali.Madhyabali.Madhyabali.Alpabali.Relative Rating Nirbali.

Neutral.Fair.Neutral.Worst.Very Good.Neutral.Excellent.

0+20-12+6-2+12

-1+1+1-1-1-1+1

-1+1+1-1-1-1+1

+1+1-1-1+1-1+1

+1+1-1-1+1-1+1

+1+1-1-1+1+1+1

-1-1+1-1+1-1+1

-1-1+1-1+1+1+1

-1+1+1-1-1+1+1

+1+1-1-1+1+1+1

+1-1-1-1+1-1+1

-1-1+1-1+1+1+1

+1-1-1-1+1-1+1

Ekadashamsha Bala 11

Dwadashamsha Bala 12

Total Strength

Relative Rating 

Shashtamsha Bala 6

Saptamamsha Bala 7

Ashtamamsha Bala 8

Navamsha Bala 9

Dashamsha Bala 10

Rashi Bala  1

Hora Bala 2

Drekkana Bala 3

Chaturthamsha Bala 4

Panchamamsha Bala 5

SunStrength NameS.N. Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus Saturn

Dwadasha Vargeeya Bala

Ordinary.Relative Rating Ordinary. Powerful. Ordinary. Weak. Ordinary. Very Strong.

Pancha Vargeeya Bala

64.0632.1215.0526.5655.8722.9Total Strength 35.81

05.0002.5001.2501.2502.5001.255 Navamsha Bala 02.50

10.0002.5002.5002.5010.0002.504 Drekkana Bala 05.00

07.5015.0003.7503.7515.0003.753 Hadda Bala 07.50

11.5604.6200.0511.5613.3707.902 Uchcha Bala 05.81

30.0007.5007.5007.5015.0007.501 Kshetra Bala 15.00

SaturnVenusJupiterMercuryMarsMoonS.N. Strength Name Sun

Year Completed-47 ( Varshphal - From-18:12:2020 To-18:12:2021)
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Dwadash Varga Charts

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

Varsha-Lagna Chart Varsha-Hora Chart Varsha-Drekkana Chart 

Varsha-Chaturthamsha 
Chart 

Varsha-Panchamsha Chart
 

Varsha-Shashtamsha 
Chart 

Varsha-Saptamsha Chart Varsha-Ashtamsha Chart Varsha-Navamsha Chart 

Varsha-Dashamsha Chart Varsha-Ekadashamsha 
Chart

Varsha-Dwadashamsha 
Chart 
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S.N.

Patyayini Dasha

Sample DOB-18:12:1973 TOB-01:45:00AM POB-Hyderabad

0 y.5 m.26 d.
0 y.2 m.12 d.
0 y.1 m.5 d.
0 y.0 m.6 d.
0 y.0 m.3 d.
0 y.1 m.9 d.
0 y.0 m.17 d.
0 y.0 m.13 d.

Dasha DurationDasha Name From ... ... ... ... ToS.N.

1 Mercury 18:12:2020 To 31:12:2020
2 Sun 31:12:2020 To 16:01:2021
3 Ascendant 16:01:2021 To 25:02:2021
4 Jupiter 25:02:2021 To 28:02:2021
5 Saturn 28:02:2021 To 06:03:2021
6 Venus 06:03:2021 To 10:04:2021
7 Moon 10:04:2021 To 22:06:2021
8 Mars 22:06:2021 To 18:12:2021

Mudda-Yogini Dasha
Dasha DurationDasha Name From ... ... ... ... ToS.N.

26:11:2021 -- 18:12:2021Mars9 0 y.0 m.21 d.
27:10:2021 -- 26:11:2021Moon8
09:10:2021 -- 27:10:2021Sun7
09:08:2021 -- 09:10:2021Venus6
19:07:2021 -- 09:08:2021Ketu5
28:05:2021 -- 19:07:2021Mercury4
31:03:2021 -- 28:05:2021Saturn3
10:02:2021 -- 31:03:2021Jupiter2
18:12:2020 -- 10:02:2021Rahu1

S.N. From ... ... ... ... ToDasha Name Dasha Duration

0 y.1 m.0 d.
0 y.0 m.18 d.
0 y.2 m.0 d.
0 y.0 m.21 d.
0 y.1 m.21 d.
0 y.1 m.27 d.
0 y.1 m.18 d.
0 y.1 m.24 d.

Mudda-Vimshottari Dasha

From ... ... ... ... ToDasha Name Dasha Duration
Jaimini Chara Dasha- Varsha Phala

¤ªÀÄä eÁvÀPÀzÀ°è ªÀÄÄzÁÝ µÉÆÃqÀµÉÆÃvÀÛj zÉ¸ÉAiÀÄ ¥Àæ¨sÁªÀ E®è 

Mudda-Shodashottari Dasha
Dasha DurationDasha Name From ... ... ... ... ToS.N.

0 y.0 m.10 d.
0 y.0 m.20 d.
0 y.1 m.0 d.
0 y.1 m.10 d.
0 y.1 m.20 d.
0 y.2 m.0 d.
0 y.2 m.10 d.
0 y.2 m.20 d.

1 Mangala(Moon) Dasha 18:12:2020 -- 28:12:2020
2 Pingala(Sun) Dasha 28:12:2020 -- 17:01:2021
3 Dhanya(Jupiter) Dasha 17:01:2021 -- 16:02:2021
4 Bhramari(Mars) Dasha 16:02:2021 -- 29:03:2021
5 Bhadrika(Mercury) Dasha 29:03:2021 -- 19:05:2021
6 Ulka(Saturn) Dasha 19:05:2021 -- 19:07:2021
7 Siddha(Venus) Dasha 19:07:2021 -- 28:09:2021
8 Sankata(Rahu) Dasha 28:09:2021 -- 18:12:2021

0 y.1 m.7 d.1 Mars 18:12:2020 -- 24:01:2021
0 y.1 m.10 d.2 Jupiter 24:01:2021 -- 06:03:2021
0 y.1 m.4 d.3 Sun 06:03:2021 -- 10:04:2021
0 y.1 m.7 d.4 Mars 10:04:2021 -- 18:05:2021
0 y.1 m.10 d.5 Jupiter 18:05:2021 -- 28:06:2021
0 y.1 m.13 d.6 Saturn 28:06:2021 -- 11:08:2021
0 y.1 m.17 d.7 Ketu 11:08:2021 -- 27:09:2021
0 y.1 m.20 d.8 Moon 27:09:2021 -- 16:11:2021

0 y.0 m.4 d.1 Libra Dasha 18:12:2020 -- 21:12:2020
0 y.0 m.15 d.2 Scorpio Dasha 21:12:2020 -- 05:01:2021
0 y.0 m.4 d.3 Sagittarius Dasha 05:01:2021 -- 09:01:2021
0 y.1 m.15 d.4 Capricorn Dasha 09:01:2021 -- 23:02:2021
0 y.1 m.11 d.5 Aquarius Dasha 23:02:2021 -- 06:04:2021
0 y.1 m.7 d.6 Pisces Dasha 06:04:2021 -- 13:05:2021
0 y.1 m.11 d.7 Aries Dasha 13:05:2021 -- 24:06:2021
0 y.1 m.7 d.8 Taurus Dasha 24:06:2021 -- 31:07:2021
0 y.1 m.7 d.9 Gemini Dasha 31:07:2021 -- 07:09:2021
0 y.1 m.7 d.10 Cancer Dasha 07:09:2021 -- 15:10:2021
0 y.1 m.0 d.11 Leo Dasha 15:10:2021 -- 14:11:2021
0 y.1 m.3 d.12 Virgo Dasha 14:11:2021 -- 18:12:2021
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In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Jupiter is in debilitation or is blemished for 

(25:02:2021 To 28:02:2021)

Jupiter Dasha

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Ascendant-lord is not in exaltation or  
inown-sign or in debilitation; but, it is not retrograde or combust or eclipsed. On 
the whole, these constitute a rather neutral combination. The Lagna Dasha (period 
of the Ascendant) will thus be ordinary only, and without any significant event/ 
happening. However, the situation at your workplace might worsen to some 
extent; although ordinary people will treat you with due respect, your superiors/ 
authorities may try to over-shadow you, and let someone else steal the credit 
rightfully due to you; alternately, you might be unjustly blamed for a little or no 
fault of your own. 

(16:01:2021 To 25:02:2021)

Ascendant Dasha

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Sun is not in exaltation or in own-sign 
or in debilitation; and, it is not eclipsed. On the whole these constitute a rather 
neutral combination. Sun Dasha will thus be ordinary only, and without any 
significant event/ happening. However, you may face some problems at your 
workplace, and you may feel irritated for having some minor disagreement or 
misunderstanding with one of your superiors or colleagues quite frequently.

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Sun is situated in an upachaya house 
(the 3rd-, or the 6th-, or the 10th-, or the 11th-). It is neither debilitated nor 
situated close to Rahu (or Ketu). This is a really favorable combination, and Sun 
Dasha will prove to be beneficial and advantageous for you. You will be successful 
in all your efforts, and may have some special accomplishment during the period. 
Senior authorities and government officers will be favorably disposed to you, and 
you may receive favors or benefits from them. 

(31:12:2020 To 16:01:2021)

Sun Dasha

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Mercury is in debilitation or is blemished  
forbeing combust or eclipsed. This is not a favorable combination. Mercury Dasha 
may not be a good period for you. You should therefore remain careful and 
cautious, and take proper care of your health; you may suffer from phlegmatic 
diseases and windy complaints. Undertaking any important work or proceeding for 
a long journey during this period may not bear much of fruit. The situation at your 
workplace might become somewhat deteriorated, and you may at times feel 
irritated owing to disagreement or misunderstanding with one of your colleagues. 

(18:12:2020 To 31:12:2020)

Mercury Dasha

Varsha-Phala Predictions from Patyayini Dasha
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In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Mars is not in exaltation or in own-sign or 
in debilitation. And, it is neither combust nor eclipsed. On the whole these 
constitute a rather neutral combination. Mars Dasha will thus be ordinary only, and 

(22:06:2021 To 18:12:2021)

Mars Dasha

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, the Moon is not in exaltation or in  
own-signor in debilitation. And, it is neither eclipsed nor combust. On the whole 
these constitute a rather neutral combination. The Moon Dasha will thus be 
ordinary only, and without any significant event/ happening. However, you may 
face some problems in your domestic sphere; some of your family-members may 
start talking and behaving in an irrational manner - for which reason you may 
become irritated and feel quite unhappy. 

(10:04:2021 To 22:06:2021)

Moon Dasha

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Venus is not in exaltation or in own-sign or 
in debilitation; and, it is neither eclipsed nor combust. On the whole, these 
constitute a rather neutral combination. Venus Dasha will thus be ordinary only, 
and without any significant event/ happening. All your affairs in general will run  
fairlywell. In your sphere of profession, things will run quite smoothly; you will be 
able to find some free time to spend in company of your relatives and friends.  
Yourdomestic life will be enjoyable and happy. 

(06:03:2021 To 10:04:2021)

Venus Dasha

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Saturn is in exaltation or in own-sign, and  
itis not blemished for being combust or eclipsed. You will be quite fortunate in 
certain respects during Saturn Dasha. You will receive favors and benefits from  
newacquaintances and foreign sources. You might be acquainted with some  
peopleof vicious type - for which reason, your enemies will become fully subdued. 
Your earnings will be increased and status enhanced. You will develop a sense of 
satisfaction; but you should watch the means you employ. Also, you should 
remain careful and cautious - as you may run the risk of facing a minor accidental 
mishap, and/ or suffer from windy complaints. 

(28:02:2021 To 06:03:2021)

Saturn Dasha

being combust or eclipsed. This is not a favorable combination. Jupiter Dasha may 
not be a good period for you. You should therefore remain careful and cautious, 
and should take proper care of your health. Some of your family members - 
particularly your children - are likely to suffer from phlegmatic diseases; or you 
may find fulfilling commitments very tough owing to financial inconveniences. 
Undertaking any important work or proceeding for a long journey during this  
periodmay not bear much of fruit. 
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without any significant event/ happening. However, you may face some problems 
at your workplace; alternately, you may get into dispute with your brother or 
cousin or neighbor in connection with property-matters - for which you may feel 
irritated.

In your Varsha-phala chart of this year, Mars is situated in an upachaya house (the 
3rd-, or the 6th-, or the 10th-, or the 11th-). It is neither debilitated nor  
blemishedfor being combust or eclipsed. This is a really favorable combination, and 
Mars Dasha will prove to be beneficial and advantageous for you. You will be 
successful in all your efforts, and may have some special accomplishment during 
the period. Senior authorities and government officials will be favorably disposed  
toyou, and you are likely to receive favors or benefits from them. 
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Navamsh Kundali

Moon Kundali

Navamsh Kundali

Moon Kundali

Transit

Sample

Sample Transit
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Nak(P)DegreeSignPlanets

Virg
Cncr
Taur
Leo
Cncr
Aqua
Leo

Cpcn
Taur
Scor

Asc 29:45:49 Citr (2)
Sun 16:57:47 Asle (1)

Moon 16:07:04 Rohi (2)
Mars 08:35:47 Magh (3)
Merc 18:47:53 Asle (1)
Jup R 05:12:03 Dhan (4)
Ven 20:27:36 PPha (3)

Sat R 15:57:26 Sarv (2)
Rahu R 14:45:11 Rohi (2)
Ketu R 14:45:11 Anur (4)

Bhar (3)20:31:17Urn Arie
PBha (3)28:39:57Nep R Aqua
USad (2)01:01:13Plu R Cpcn

Nak(P)DegreeSignPlanets

VirgPlu 13:11:14 Hast (1)
ScorNep 14:20:41 Anur (4)
LibrUrn 03:20:59 Citr (4)

Mrig (4)05:06:53Ketu R
Mula (2)05:06:53Rahu R
Ardr (1)08:12:34Sat R
Sarv (1)13:00:16Ven
Sarv (3)17:56:39Jup
Jyes (1)19:51:24Merc
Asvi (2)04:42:18Mars
Hast (2)16:00:58Moon

Citr (1)
02:15:49Sun Mula (1)

24:14:37Asc Virg
Sagi
Virg
Arie
Scor
Cpcn
Cpcn
Gemi
Sagi
Gemi

Lagna Kundali

Lagna Kundali

Planetary Positions

Transit Place - Hyderabad (INDIA)11:08:17AMTransit Time -Transit Date - 03:08:2021
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Date 

Saturn Transit
(Shani-Sadhesati)

mæ¼³æ~ Á‹×‚æñ Úæ³ææñ çmÌèØ~ ¿ ³æÙñ³¿ÚÐ

 

âæŠææüçÙ âŒÌ ßcææüç

 

‡æ Ì

 

‰ææ ¼äwæñØäüÌæ~ zæß~ÌÐÐ
(The seven and half year period during which Saturn transits in the twelfth, first and second 

from the birth rashi (Moon Sign) is called sadhesati of Saturn. )

Transit in Sadhesati Cycle Begining Ending SaturnDuration

Sign Moorti(Y-M-D)Date 

First Dhayya Leo 07:09:1977 Tamra2 y.1 m.27 d.04:11:1979

(Twelfth from birth rashi) Leo 15:03:1980 0 y.4 m.12 d.27:07:1980

Second Dhayya Virgo 04:11:1979 Swarna0 y.4 m.10 d.15:03:1980

(On birth rashi) Virgo 27:07:1980 2 y.2 m.10 d.06:10:1982

Third Dhayya Libra 06:10:1982 Roupya2 y.2 m.15 d.21:12:1984

(Second from birth rashi) Libra 01:06:1985 0 y.3 m.17 d.17:09:1985

First Cycle of Sadhesati

(8th from birth rashi)

Ashtam Shani

(4th from birth rashi)

Kantak Shani 21:03:1990 2 y.3 m.3 d. Tamra17:12:1987Sagittarius

15:12:1990 0 y.5 m.26 d.20:06:1990Sagittarius

07:06:2000 2 y.1 m.21 d. Tamra17:04:1998Aries

Second Cycle of Sadhesati

(Second from birth rashi)

Third Dhayya

(On birth rashi)

Second Dhayya

(Twelfth from birth rashi)

First Dhayya

Date (Y-M-D) MoortiSign

Duration SaturnEndingBeginingSadhesati Cycle Transit in 

Date 

(8th from birth rashi)

Ashtam Shani

(4th from birth rashi)

Kantak Shani

Third Cycle of Sadhesati

(Second from birth rashi)

Third Dhayya

(On birth rashi)

Second Dhayya

(Twelfth from birth rashi)

First Dhayya

Date (Y-M-D) MoortiSign

Duration SaturnEndingBeginingSadhesati Cycle Transit in 

Date 

(8th from birth rashi)

Ashtam Shani

(4th from birth rashi)

Kantak Shani

Leo 01:11:2006 Tamra0 y.2 m.9 d.10:01:2007

Leo 16:07:2007 2 y.1 m.25 d.10:09:2009

Virgo 10:09:2009 Swarna2 y.2 m.5 d.15:11:2011

Virgo 16:05:2012 0 y.2 m.19 d.04:08:2012

Libra 15:11:2011 Roupya0 y.6 m.0 d.16:05:2012

Libra 04:08:2012 2 y.2 m.28 d.02:11:2014

Sagittarius 26:01:2017 Tamra0 y.4 m.24 d.21:06:2017

Sagittarius 26:10:2017 2 y.2 m.29 d.24:01:2020

Aries 03:06:2027 Tamra0 y.4 m.17 d.20:10:2027

Aries 23:02:2028 1 y.5 m.14 d.08:08:2029

Leo 27:08:2036 Tamra2 y.1 m.25 d.22:10:2038

Leo 05:04:2039 0 y.3 m.8 d.13:07:2039

Virgo 22:10:2038 Swarna0 y.5 m.13 d.05:04:2039

Virgo 13:07:2039 1 y.6 m.16 d.28:01:2041

Libra 28:01:2041 Roupya0 y.0 m.9 d.06:02:2041

Libra 26:09:2041 2 y.2 m.16 d.12:12:2043

Sagittarius 08:12:2046 Tamra2 y.2 m.27 d.06:03:2049

Sagittarius 10:07:2049 0 y.4 m.25 d.04:12:2049

Aries 07:04:2057 Tamra2 y.1 m.20 d.28:05:2059
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The Sun in transit is crossing over the 11th from your Moon-sign. This is a highly 
favourable transit and your status in the circle of your friends, colleagues and 
acquaintances will increase. You are likely to receive direct benefits and indirect 
favours from your friends in high places. You may secure a more responsible 
position and your earnings might receive a boost. You will remain free from 
diseases and enjoy good health. This transit is favourable for your maternal 
relations as well.

The Sun transits this sign during the month of Shravana, (from about 16-17 July  
to16-17 August).

The Moon in transit is crossing over the 9th from your Moon-sign. This transit is 
not favourable and you are likely to feel indisposed. You may receive some news 
from a person residing in a distance place, which might make you feel somewhat 
disturbed. Your superior may try to find some fault with you or your father might 
appear to have become somewhat moody; they may not approve of some of 
your suggestion/ proposal, for which you may feel unhappy.

Mars in transit is crossing over the 12th from your Moon-sign. This is not a 
favourable transit; you should take due care of your health and try to retain 
control over your purse-string. You may not remain in good health and the health 
of your children might cause you some concern. Wide fluctuation in 
money-matters might make you worried. If some other planets are also not in 
favourable transit, then you may undertake a journey to a distance place in 
connection with your profession; but that is less likely to bear any fruit.

Mercury in transit is crossing over the 11th from your Moon-sign. This is a very 
favourable transit and Mercury will shower you with his choicest blessings. Your 
prosperity will be continued and progress will be by leaps and bounds. You are  
likelyto receive direct benefits and active support from your friends in high places, 
and a newer avenue might open up for you. You will increase your accumulations 
by using your wise discretion and by means of prudent investments. Your 
importance in the social circle will also increase considerably.

Jupiter in transit is crossing over the 6th from your Moon-sign. This is not a very 
favourable transit and you should remain careful and cautious. You should take 
more care of your health, as you might be prone to falling sick. Your enemies may 
try to create hurdles for you, and your relatives (particularly, maternal) may 
become inimically disposed towards you; some of your employees/ servants may 
leave you, for which you may face some inconveniences. The period will,  
however,be favourable as regards business and profession and your general 
progress will be continued.

Venus in transit is crossing over the 12th from your Moon-sign. The transit is very 
favourable, and you will have all kinds of enjoyments. You may spend a lot for 
acquiring objects of comfort and pleasure, and your waxing earnings will make  
youmore at ease with yourself. You are also likely to visit places of interest, and 
gain utmost satisfaction in company of agreeable members of both genders, with 

Transits of Planets in the Zodiac
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whom you will be engaged in pleasing conversations. Your children will remain in 
good health and high spirits, while your spouse will appear to be a fountain of joy 
to you.

Saturn in transit is crossing over the 5th from your Moon-sign. This transit is not 
very favourable; you may experience some inconveniences and problems  
affectingcertain areas of your life. Your spouse may become moody and 
unpredictable, while the health of your children may cause you some serious 
concern. If you are engaged in academic or intellectual pursuits, your progress 
might be hindered; even there might be a temporary interruption. Your earnings 
from profession and gains from other sources might become reduced; for 
preventing the possibility of incurring losses, it will be advisable for you to stay 
away from speculative investments altogether.

Rahu in transit is crossing over the 9th from your Moon-sign. This is the most 
adverse transit of Rahu, and you should remain very careful and cautious. Your 
expectations from a person residing in a distant place may become spoilt owing to 
some sudden and unexpected developments. Besides, you may have some 
disappointments and uncertainties may becloud your prospects. If other planets 
are also not in favourable transit, then you may have mounting losses, and in the 
worst possible case, you may become a victim of a calamitous cause, political or 
social turmoil, or some abrupt change in government policies.

Ketu in transit is crossing over the 3rd from your Moon-sign. This is a highly 
favourable transit; your life will be joyful and bright with happiness. You will  
becomevery courageous, active and enthusiastic; you may take up new 
assignments and complete them successfully in time. In connection with your 
profession, you may have many journeys to short distance places, meet and hold 
discussions with many new people, and return back home with filled bags, which 
hold promises for the future. If you are a contractor, CF agent or order-supplier, 
then you may have many new opportunities knocking your door in close 
succession.
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